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There are two important sources affecting effectiveness of statistical estimation in the frequently 
used statistical modellings. One is related to the probabilistic modelling of the underlying random pro­
cess, and the other comes from the sampling process used to obtain data from the population. As in 
the time series model or in the model for spatial data analysis, misspecification of the true dependence 
structure of the underlying process surely affects the performance of the most of the statistical meth­
ods applied to the model. As in the case of sequential sampling, alteration by the complex sampling 
procedure also causes tricky problems in analyzing the statistical methods applied to the model. 
In this thesis, the bootstrap method which was suggested as a cure-all method for handling tricky 
statistical estimation problems is employed in solving the problems caused by either the possibility 
of misspecification of the dependence structure of the underlying process or the sequential sampling 
procedures. The specific topics are arranged chapter by chapter. The basic concepts and notions of the 
stationary processes are reviewed in chapter 2. Chapters 3 and 4 concern the properties of the spatial 
variogram estimators. In chapter 5, bootstrap method is applied to variogram parameter estimation 
problems. Chapter 6 is devoted to developing and applying the bootstrap in certain sequential sampling 
problem. More detailed outline of each chapter is given below. 
In chapter 2, various kinds of stationary processes and properties of stationary processes are re­
viewed and classified by their properties. The concepts of stationarity, weak stationarity, intrinsic 
stationarity and ergodicity are reviewed. Variogram and variogram estimators are defined and some 
conditions on the variogram models are reviewed. The mixing properties of stationary processes are 
studied and covariance inequalities with mixing coefficients and relation between mixing conditions 
and limiting theorems are presented. Another objective of chapter 2 is to define symbols and asymp­
totic frameworks which will be used in the later chapters from chapter 3 through chapter 5. 
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In chapter 3, some properties of a variogram estimator are stated. The covariance formula of var-
iogram estimators, defined at different lags, are derived under very general conditions. The condition 
shows the 4-th order cumuiant terms of the underlying process are related to the covariance formula of 
the variogram estimators. The 3-rd order cumuiant terms appear in the formula only when the first mo­
ment of the marginal distribution of the random process are not constant. Also, the asymptotic effects 
on the covariance formula are considered and compared with the results of earlier works. A sufficient 
condition ensuring finiteness of the variance of the normalized variogram estimators is evaluated in the 
1 -dimensional case. 
In chapter 4. the least squares approach for estimating parameters of a spatial variogram is con­
sidered and consistency and asymptotic normality of these estimators are established under general 
conditions. Large-sample distributions are also established under a spatial regression model where the 
sampling design possibly has an infill component. These results allow us to investigate efficiencies of 
different least squares variogram-parameter estimators in large samples. Two necessary and sufficient 
conditions for these estimators to be asymptotically efficient are provided. In particular, it is shown 
that when the number of lags used to define the estimators is chosen to be equal to the number of 
variogram parameters to be estimated, the ordinary least squares estimator, the weighted least squares 
and the generalized least squares estimators are all asymptotically efficient. A small simulation study 
to investigate the implications of these results in finite samples is also carried out. 
In chapter 5, an estimation method is developed, improving upon computational efficiency of the 
generalized least squares (GLS) estimator of variogram parameters. GLS method is often recom­
mended as a method to estimate the model parameters of spatial variogram models. In spite of sta­
tistical efficiency of GLS, its computational inefficiency makes the method difficult to use. The GLS 
method requires most of the computational effort to evaluate the covariance matrix iteratively in each 
minimizing step of the GLS. To improve upon this drawback, a bootstrap based GLS method (BGLS) 
for estimating variogram parameters is developed. The proposed method is efficient, both statistically 
and computationally. The consistency and asymptotic normality of BGLS estimators of the variogram 
model parameters are proved. To estimate the covariance matrix of variogram estimators, a spatial 
version of the block bootstrap method for stationary processes is used. Finite sample comparison of 
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BGLS. GLS and OLS is given by a simulation study. The more difficult and the more unstable are the 
minimizing steps in the GLS. the more attractive is the BGLS method. 
In chapter 6. estimation of the bias due to the sequential sampling is considered. It is well known 
that randomly stopped estimators under sequential sampling schemes have worse bias-properties than 
their fixed sample-size counterparts. A bootstrap method for data-based estimation of the bias is intro­
duced, and consistency of the method for estimating the bias of randomly stopped maximum likelihood 
estimators is established when the observations have an exponential family of distributions. 
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2 SPATIAL PROCESSES AND ASYMPTOTIC FRAMEWORKS 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we explain basic concepts and notations which will be used in the following chap­
ters. In section 2.2, we define stationarity and related concepts. In section 2.3. we will consider the 
variogram and variogram estimators. The variogram is a measure of dependence in a random pro­
cess, and forms the basis for fiirther development of one of the main topics of this thesis. In section 
2.4, we define the notations related to sampling schemes for spatial processes and describe different 
frameworks that are used for investigating asymptotic properties of estimators in the spatial case. The 
last section of this chapter is devoted to introducing the concept of mixing which is closely related to 
developing limit theorems for stationary process. 
2.2 Concepts pertaining to spatial stationary processes 
When (fi. T. P) is a probability space and R C IR'^ is a set, a random field is defind as a function 
Z(w.f) : Q X R ^ IR'' such that is a random vector for each t £ R. A random field 
will also be denoted as Z { t ) .  t  €  R .  I f  d  =  I, Z { t )  is a random process. For d  > 1 and 
b = I, Z{t) is a scalar random field; for 6 > 1 it is a vector random field. In particular, if every 
f i n i t e  s u b c o l l e c t i o n  o f  { Z { t ) .  i  €  / ? }  i s  j o i n t l y  G a u s s i a n ,  t h e  ( s c a l a r )  r a n d o m  f i e l d  Z { t )  .  t  £  R  
is said to be Gaussian. For a fixed a; G , the function Z{t) . t £ R is called a realization of the 
random field or a sample function (cf. Ivanov and Leonenko. 1989). A spatial random field on R 
is a random field with spatial index set R. A stationary random process is a class of random fields 
which consists of many useful random fields such as ARMA processes in time series and some kinds 
of Markov processes. Conceptually, stationary process is an extension of independent and identically 
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distributed (i.i.d.) process which is assumed frequently for the observations obtained from simple 
random sampling from a given population. The joint marginal distributions are the same in an i.i.d. 
process whereas the joint marginal distributions of stationary random field remain the same under all 
possible shifts of the index. More precisely, a random field {Z(s) : s € IR'^} is (strictly) stationary 
if the joint distribution of (Z(si). • • • . Z(5<..)) and {Z(si h).-• • . Z{sk + h)) are the same for 
all positive integer k and for all s\. • • • . Sk M G . Because the concept of strict stationarity is 
defined in terms of joint marginal distributions, we need to specify a family of joint distributions when 
we consider a strictly stationary process. To avoid the burden, a weaker definition of the stationarity is 
often used in applications. A random field {Z(s)\s 6 !R'^] is weakly stationary if 
(i) E\Z(s)\- < oc for all s 6 iR''. 
(ii) E Z ( s ]  is constant for all s € ZFZ'', and 
(iii) C o v ( Z ( s ) .  Z ( r ) )  =  C o v ( Z ( s  +  t ) . Z ( r  +  t ) )  for all r . s . t  E  I R ' ^ .  
Because definition of weak stationarity requires the condition only on the second moments, and not 
on the whole distribution, strict stationarity directly implies weak stationarity, provided the second 
absolute moments of the marginal distribution of the random field exist. The terminology, weakly 
stationary is also called second order stationary, covariance stationary etc. in the literature. When 
we assume a random field is Gaussian, strict stationarity and weak stationarity are the same, since the 
Gaussian distribution is characterized by its first and second moments. A strictly stationary random 
field {Z{s) : .s e 2} is called m-dependent if the two a-fields generated by {Z(.s) : s < /} and 
{Z(s) : .s > / + m + 1} are independent for all i € Z. 
An important property of a stationary process is ergodicity. When we build a mathematical model 
to interpret a stationary random field {Z{s) : .s 6 Z} , we define Z(s.,^) = TqC(^-) with a linear 
transformation To defined on the class of measurable function w.r.t. it-algebra M C generated 
by {Z(.s) : .s G Z} and a random variable w.r.t. M . The conjugate transformation T of To, 
satisfying Tq{(^{^-) ) = . is well defined on up to events of zero probability. The measure 
preserving condition P(T~'(.4)) = P(.-l) for all A  £ implies that { Z i s ) }  is stationary. If 
P({T-'(.A)\.-l} U {.-l\T-'(.4) }) > 0 
for all .1 € such that P(.-l) € (0. 1), we say that the process {Z(^)} is ergodic or metrically 
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transitive {ref. Ibragimov and Linnik.1971; Cressie,I993). The ergodicity of a random field is related 
to predictability. A typical example of non-ergodic stationary process is Z(.s ) = A'o. V.s for a random 
variable A'o. In the case, Z(2) is completely predictable with the information of the value of Z( I). 
In the literature of spatial statistics, intrinsic stationarity is used to describe weak stationarity of a 
differenced random field. An intrinsic stationary spatial process. {Z{s) : s £ is a random field 
satisfying the following conditions : 
(i) E { Z { s  +  h )  -  Z ( s ) )  =  0 .  a n d  
(ii) \ ' a r ( Z { s i  +  h )  —  Z { s i ) }  =  \  ' a r ( Z { s >  + /i) — Z(s>)) for all /i. si. S) € I R ' ^ . 
The Brownian motion with no drift is a typical example which is intrinsically stationary, but not weakly 
stationary. 
We will consider intrinsic stationary random fields in more details in section 2.4 below. In the 
next section we look at different notions of mixing that quantify the amount of spatial dependence in a 
random field. These notions are useful in studying asymptotic properties of estimators based on spatial 
data. 
2.3 Stationarity and mixing conditions 
The mixing coefficients which measure underlying dependence between a-fields were studied to 
look into the properties of. mainly, stationary processes. Let (Q. P) be a probability space on which 
a (stationary) random field is defined, and let and be two sub <T-algebras of T. Then, various 
type of mixing coefficients are defined as follows. 
where L-(T) means a space of all jT-measurable functions with finite second moment under P. The 
a-mixing coefficient defined in (2.1) was introduced by Rosenblatt (1956). The a-mixing coefficient is 
also called the strong mixing coefficient. The J-mixing coefficient defined in (2.2) was introduced by 
«o(:^i.^2) =sup{|P(.-l)P(S) - P(.4n fl)| : .4 € e 
•ioilFx.Ti) = fj^esssup [\P{B\T,) - P{B)\ : S€:^>}]. 
O o i T i . T o )  =  e s s s u p | | P ( f i | . ? ^ t )  —  P { B ) \  :  B  ^  .  
= sup ||Corr(.V. y')| : .V 6 e L^(T2)Y 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
( 2 . 1 )  
(2.2) 
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Kolmogorov. The J-mixing coefficient is called absolute regularity. The o-mixing coefficient which 
is called uniform mixing coefficient is defined in (2.3). The ^-mixing coefficient is defined in (2.4) 
(ref Doukhan, 1994). Some well known relationships among the mixing coefficients are shown in the 
following; 
' 2  (2.5) 
'2 ao(J^i. JF,) < J^2) < "2 J^j) ) . (2.6) 
When X is jTi-measurable and V is J^j-measurable, there are useful inequalities for the covariance 
of the variables .V and V. Define ||.V||p = for /> < oc and ||A||:c = ess supjA"!. Then, 
|CW(A-. V)| < ||A-||pi|y'||,,. (2.7) 
for all p. q. r > I such that p ^ ' + r ' = I . In terms of the o-mixing coefficient, 
|C«r( A. >')| < IIAilp P'll,. (2.8) 
for all p. q > I such that p ' + 7 ' = 1. The well known inequality in terms of p-mixing is given by 
KW-(A-. >-)| < l iA| i>| i>'|!2. (2.9) 
The proofs for (2.5)-(2.9) appear in Doukhan (1994), and in Ibragimov and Linnik (1971). To bring in 
a random field {Z(s)} to the definition of mixing coefficients, we need to slightly modify (2.1 )-(2.4). 
Let be the cr-field generated by {Z{s) : 5 € .1}. .4 C IR'^ and let 'D(A. B) = inf {|ii —y|| : 
X € .1 and y € B) with an appropriately defined norm || • || in Euclidean space. Then, for the 
a-mixing coefficient, we define 
a { k .  u )  = sup |ao(:'^2'(.4). : P(.4. B )  >  k .  |.A| <  u . \ B \  <  (/| (2.10) 
for positive integer k and u . The notation | • | with set argument denotes the volume (i.e. the Lebesque 
measure) of the set if the set has infinitely many elements, and the size of the set if the set is a finite 
set. In the same manner, J(k. u), o(k. u) and p(k. u) are defined. The random field {Z(5)} is said 
to be a-mLxing if limfc_,oc «) = 0 for all integer u > 0 . J-mixing, o-mixing and p-mixingare 
defined in the same way w.r.t. .i{k. u), o{k. u) and p(k. u), respectively. When we consider only 
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the case « = dc for a strictly stationary random field { Z ( s )  :  s  € 2''}. f/ > I, Bradley (1989) 
showed that o-mixing and ^-mixing are equivalent properties, and J-mixing implies m-dependence. 
The J-mixing random field {Z(^) : s 6 IR} is o-mixing. When {Z(.s) : ^ g Z} is a Gaussian 
random field, the a-mixing condition is equivalent to the condition that there exist i.i.d. and normally 
distributed random variables {A'j : j € Z} such that 
where^^_^ |at|" < dc . It is also well known that, for a Gaussian random process {Z(.s) : .s € Z}. 
the condition that/"z^(( — oc. A-)) and + «• ^)) are independent for all sufficiently large n is 
equivalent to the o-mixing condition. The general relationship among mixing properties of random 
fields is shown in Figure 2.1. The o-mixing property implies the other mixing properties, and o-mixing 
comprises the largest set of random fields satisfying the mixing conditions (c/. Doukhan, 1994). 
Because the o-mixing stationary random field is ergodic, we can apply the ergodic theorem to 
obtain strong laws of large numbers for o-mixing stationary random processes. Similary, one can prove 
central limit theorems, under different types of mixing conditions (c/. Ibragimov and Linnik,1971). 




Figure 2.1 : Random fields having mixing properties. 
< 3C. 
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2.4 Variogram and variogram estimators 
For an intrinsically stationary random field, { Z ( s }  :  s  £  . we define the variogram 27(/i) 
of the random field Z( •) as 
2 7 ( / i )  =  \ ' a r { Z ( s  +  h )  -  Z(s)). 
for all h e . The variogram is a measure of spatial dependence of the process Z( ). 
Under the weak stationary assumption on {Z(s)} , the following shows the relation between vari­
o g r a m  ' 2 j ( h )  w d  c o v a r i o g r a m  C ( h )  :  
• 2 y { h ) = 2 { C { 0 )  - C ( h ] ) .  
where 
C ( h )  =  C o v ( Z { s  -)- h ) .  Z(s)). 
Covariogram is the spatial version of autocovariance function in time series model. The variogram 
models satisfying 27(h) = 27Q(||h(|) for some function 27o( ) are caUed isotropic. .A.S commonly 
used isotropic variogram models, (piecewise) linear model. Gaussian model, exponential model, etc. 
are considered. For reference later on. we describe them below. 
Example 2.1. (Piecewise linear variogram model.) 
27(h) = 20 • tnin(||/i||. m). for 0 > 0 andaconstant m  >  0 .  
Example 2.2. (Power variogram model.) 
27(h) = 29 • ||h|r\ for 0 > 0 and a G (0.2). 
Example 2.3. (Gaussian variogram model.) 
27(h) = 201 • (1 -  exp(-02l|/i | |^))- for 01 > 0 . 0-2 > 0 .  
Example 2.4. (Exponential variogram model.) 
27(h) = 201 •( 1 - exp(-02||h||)). for 01 > 0.0-2 > 0. 
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Linear variogam model is a special case of the power variogram model, with o = 1. There are 
some clases of anisotropic variogram models, which are obtained through suitable transformation of 
isotropic models. For example, with linearly transformed lag vectors, we get the so-called geometri­
cally anisotropic variogram models: 
27(/I) = -27o(1|.4/I||). h e I R ' ' .  
where .1 is a r/ x d matrix. 
Corresponding to nonnegative definiteness of covariogram. a valid variogram is required to satisfy 
the conditional negative definiteness condition : 
v v 
^ • 27(3. - Sj) < 0. (2.11) 
j=i 
for any finite number of spatial locations {s, : / = I V} and real numbers {o, : i — L V} 
satisfying ^ . We can prove this easily as follows. Note that, because «• = 0. 
v , ^ .V v 
{ ^ «,Z(s,)} = -- I ^ ^a,aj(Z(s,) - Z(Sj))-} . 
1 = 1  ~  1 = 1  j = i  
By taking expectation, we obtain 
v v v 
^ 27(.s-. - .sJ = -2 Trtrf ^«,Z(s. )) < 0 . 
1=1 j = i  1=1 
All valid variogram model also satisfy the condition : 
as ||/i|| DC. (2.12) 
In weak stationary case, this condition is automatically satisfied. 
Typically, a random field is observed at finitely many points, called sampling points, and its pop­
ulation characteristics, like the variogram, need to be estimated from the information contained in the 
sample. In most cases, the sampling points where the random field is observed are assumed to lie on 
the integer lattice. To begin with, suppose that the random field Z(-) is observed on the integer lattice 
and the set of sample points by D = H n Z'^. More details about sampling region are considered 
in the next section. 
I I  
As an estimator of the variogram, 'l-yih), with a sample Z = {Z(s) : 5 G D}. Matheron (1962) 
suggested the method of moment estimator: 
2 7 ( / » )  =  y ^  { Z [ s  +  h ) - Z ( s ) ) - .  (2.13) 
'  S & D [ h )  
where 
D ( h )  =  { s e  D : s  +  h £  D ) .  (2.14) 
.V(/i) = i D (/i)|. (2.15) 
where | • | denotes the size of an argument set. The set of sample points D is assumed to be a subset 
o f  2 ' ' .  W h e n  w e  d e a l  w i t h  n o n - r e g u l a r  l a t t i c e  d a t a  i n  p r a c t i c e ,  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h e  s e t  D  a n d  D ( h )  
need to be slightly changed to give tolerance between exact lattice points and sample points which is 
not on the exact lattice points. 
There exist other estimators of the variogram. To alleviate the sensitivity of 2 f ( h )  t o  outliers, re­
sulting from the sensitivity of the mean of quadratic terms, Cressie and Hawkins (1980) also considered 
robust versions of the variogram estimator "io'C-) and "i-yf-) defined as 
•2-y(/i) = 1 -V* / X] (^(5 + /i)-Z(s))-' /(0.-l7o + 0.495/.V(/i)). 
S€D(/i) 
2 ^ ( h )  = |^med|(Z(s-i-/i) - Z(s))" : s € D(/i)| j B { h ] .  
respectively where med{ } denote the median of the sequence {•} and B { h )  is a constant that cor­
rects for bias; asymptotically B(h) = O.-toT (ref. Cressie, 1993). 
A troublesome problem of these generic nonparametric estimators, denoted by 2 ' y ( - )  is the lack 
of conditional negative definiteness property of a valid variogram model in (2.11). The variogram 
estimators at different lags, which are denoted by 27(/i/^-), do not always satisfy the 
conditional negative definite property. To overcome this drawback, parametric variogram models and 
parametric variogram estimators are often considered. Let {2-y{h-. 0) : 0 G 0} be a family of valid 
variograms, indexed by a finite dimensional parameter 9. Then, instead of using the generic nonpara­
metric variogram estimator 27(-), one estimates the variogram parameter 6 and uses 2-y{h: 9) from 
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the prescribed parametric model {'Z-ylh: 0) : 0 g 0} as an estimator of the true variogram. where 6 
is an estimator of 0  based on { Z ( s )  :  s  €  D }  .  For parametric variogram estimation, maximum like­
lihood estimator (MLE). restricted maximum likelihood estimator (REML) and minimum quadratic 
estimator (MINQ) were considered under the Gaussian linear model (ref. Cressie.1993). Alterna­
tively. estimation in spectral domain was investigated in Taniguchi (1987). Estimation in the spectral 
domain has the benefit that periodogram ordinates are approximately independent, but inconsistency 
of non-winsorized periodogram trades off the benefit. Least square estimators (LSE). especially the 
ordinary least square (OLS) estimators, are simpler and more popular. David (1977) and Joumel and 
Huijbregts (1978) proposed OLS to estimate variogram parameters. Cressie (1985) suggested weighted 
least square estimator (WLS). minimizing 
Cressie's WLS has better performance and has better numerical stability than OLS, especially in es­
timating scale parameters. Although the statistical performance of generalized least square (GLS) is 
the best in the LSE's for the variogram parameter estimation as well as for the linear model parameter 
estimation, GLS is not quite popular because of its numerical difficulty. Zimmerman and Zimmerman 
(1986) compared MLE. REML. OLS. WLS's and generalized minimum variance quadratic unbiased 
estimator by simulation study. In the study OLS and Cressie's WLS were not uniformly inferior than 
the otJiers, although they were more easily calculated than the others. Genton (1997) and Opsomer ei 
al. (1998) used iterative generalized least square method to estimate the variogram parameters. Gen­
ton (1997) derived covariance matrix of the variogram estimators, 2-y(h.). ( = 1 K when the 
underlying process {Z(s)} is i.i.d. and used the matrix as the initial covariance matrix. Opsomer et al. 
(1998) considered the method iteratively applying location parameter estimation and variogram param­
eter estimation. We shall consider least squares estimation of variogram parameters in more details in 
chapters 4 and 5. In the next section, we briefly describe the spatial asymptotic structures that will be 
used for investigating large sample properties of different least squares estimators in this dissertation. 
(2.16) 
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2.5 Asymptotic frameworks 
There are mainly two types of asymptotic structures that are commonly used in the context of 
spatial observation. In the first, one observes a stochastic process at an increasing number of sites such 
that any two sites are at least a fixed distance apart. In this case, the region over which the process is 
observed eventually becomes unbounded, as the sample size tends to infinity. Sampling structures of 
this type lead to what is called increasing domain asymptotics (IDA). Process observed over a regular 
lattice provide an example of such an asymptotic structure. 
In the second type, the region on which one observes the spatial process of interest is necessarily 
bounded, and more and more samples are taken from the given region. As a result, the minimum 
distance between the data-sites tends to zero as the sample site tends to infinity. Such a structure is 
called infill asymptotics (IFA). Lahiri (1996) showed the inconsistency of the estimator of location 
parameter in pure infill asymptotics. Most work in the literature on spatial asymptotics assume pure 
IDA. Sometimes a combination of pure IDA and IFA are also used (c/. Hall and Patil, 1994). We call 
such combined structures of IDA and IFA as mixed increasing domain asymptotics from time to time. 
For studyng the asymptotic properties of estimators, we assume that the sampling region /?=/?„ 
is obtained by inflating a prototype of sampling region. Rq by a scaling factor . i.e. 
R^ = Xn-Ro- (2.17) 
where is a sequence of real numbers going to infinity as h oc, and Ro is an open subset of 
(-j.j]'' containing the origin. We assume that Rq is star-shaped, i.e. 
TT • jr € RQ. for all a G [0. I] and x £ RQ. 
Since the origin is assumed to lie in Rq, the shape of /?„ remains the same for different values of n . 
This formulation allows the sampling region to have a wide range of shapes, encompassing common 
convex subsets of IR'^, such as spheres, ellipsoids, polyhedrons, as well as non-convex star-shaped 
regions in . This framework will be common to all asymptotic structures considered here, including 
certain IDA and IFA. 
To avoid pathological problems in considering asymptotic properties of estimators, we also assume 
that for any sequence of positive real numbers {/„} with > 0 as n —> oc. the number of cubes of 
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the form (i+ (0. l]'^)fn that intersect both Rq and is as n ^ 3c. It implies that the number 
of "boundary" sampling sites in the sampling region /?„ is negligible compared to the total number of 
sampling sites. This condition holds for all regions /?„ of practical interest. Sherman and Carlstein 
(1994) consider a rich subclass of such regions in the plane (i.e., d = 2), which consists of Borel sets 
in IR- with boundaries delineated by closed rectifiable curves of finite lengths. 
We will consider two asymptotic frameworks in this dissertation. The first one is of the pure-IDA 
type. Here, we assume that the random field Z( ) is observed at each point of the integer lattice 
that lies inside the sampling region /?„ . Thus, the collection of sampling sites is given by 
D, =  D ( R n )  = {s € Z'' :s € /?.}• 
Here and in the following, the symbols, 7„(-). D„. Dn() and .Vn(),etc. are used to denote the previ­
ously defined symbols, 7( ). D. D( ) and .V(-), respectively, when the sampling region is embedded 
in an asymptotic framework. 
In pure-IDA, the sample size .V„ is asymptotically similar to .\/n, where .\/„ denotes the volume 
of /?,i; that is, 
=  \ D , i \  ~  \ I n  =  
with ~ meaning that ~ is equivalent to t n / f n  a s  n  — ¥  - x .  When we need to refer A and 
.V„ for subscript of other characters, we will use the lower case k instead of them in the following. 
For the second asymptotic framework, we let the sampling region become unbounded with 
sample size, but at the same time we allow 'infilling': that is, we allow any given subregion of the 
sampling region /?„ to be filled in with an increasing density of sampling sites. To that end, let hn be 
a sequence of positive real numbers such that /i„iOas«->oc. We assume that the set of sample 
points, Dn are now given by the points on the scaled lattice hn^'^ that lie in the sampling region /?„; 
that is, 
D„ = D(/?„) = {s 6:s 6 /?„}. (2.18) 
Figure 2.2 shows the relation between the sampling region /?„ and the set of sample points Dn , in 
IDA and IFA. In Figure 2.2 (a), the sampling region /?„ is show as the round shape and the prototype 
of sampling region RQ is smaller round shape inscribed in the dotted square at the center of the figure. 
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Figure 2.2: Sampling region and infill asymptotics. 
(a) Sampling region and sample points (left); 
(b) Sample points in infill asymptotics (right). 
The sample points in is the lattice point in the figure. Infill asymptotics assume the sample points 
are getting closer as shown in Figure 2.2 (b). 
Contrast to the pure-IDA in which is assumed to be fixed to 1 forall the scaled lattice/?„ 2' 
becomes finer for larger values of n and thus fills in any given region of (and hence, of /?„) with 
an increasing density. We shall refer to it as a mixed-increasing-domain asymptotic structure ( since it 
has an infill component). The sample size ri in this case satisfies the growth condition 
.V„ = |D„|~ (2.19) 
which is of a larger order of magnitude than the volume of /?„, given by Mn = A similar 
sampling framework has been adopted by Hall and Patil (1994) in the context of nonparametric esti­
mation of the covariance function of a spatial process, and also by Lahiri et al. (1996) for studying the 
asymptotic distribution of the empirical predictor of a spatial cumulative distribution function. 
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3 COVARIANCES OF VARIOGRAM ESTIMATORS 
3.1 Introduction 
Because statistical properties of an estimator fully rely on the sampling distribution of the estimator, 
we need to know the sampling distribution of the statistic to be used in statistical tests and inference. 
To know the sampling distribution of the nonparametric variogram estimator is important not only for 
nonparametric variogram estimator itself, but also for parametric variogram estimators. The properties 
of parametric variogram estimators derived from the nonparametric variogram estimator also depend 
on the sampling distribution of the nonparametric variogram estimator. 
Research related to variogram estimation has started in the regression area and the time series area 
in the context of finding the sampling distribution of the Durbin-Watson statistic, which is used to 
test the existence of serial correlation of the residuals in a regression model. The generalized Durbin-
Watson statistic at lag h is defined as 
.V 
flh = iUt - u'-h)' • 
t  =  h + l  
where 
i y t  -  y )  
'JT = / •• =• 
\/T,t=iiyt - !))-
for t  = 1. • • • . .V where y  = y i/f • Durbin and Watson (1951), Ali (1984,1987) derived the 
sampling distribution of dk and the variance of dh in certan conditions. 
In spatial situation, Davis and Borgman (1979), Cressie (1985) and Genton (1997) obtained some 
results on the variogram estimator. In the next section, we focus on the covariance of the variogram 
estimator, not on the whole sampling distribution, and derive covariance formulas under very general 
conditions. Evaluating the covariance matrix of Matheron's variogram estimator will be a core part of 
the comparisons of the least square estimators in parametric variogram model estimation. 
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3.2 Covariances of Matheron's variogram estimators 
3.2.1 Known results 
Davis and Borgman (1979) showed the characteristic function of semivariogram estimator. 7(/0 




-  i l l  
U '  =  E { ( Z  -  Z ' ' ) ( Z  -  Z ^ ) ' } / . \ { h ) .  
and Z = (Z(I).--- .Z(.V(/i))) and Z'' = { Z ( l  +  h ) .  •  •  •  .  Z { . \  ( h )  +  h ) ) .  
Cressie (1985.1993) derived 
V a r { 2 y { h ) )  ~ ^r^(27(/i:0))-. (3.1) 
by noting that under the Gaussian assumption. 
{ Z ( 5  +  / i ) - Z ( s ) } -  ~  • 2 'r{ h ) - x i .  
where denotes achi-squared random variables on I degree of freedom, and 
C o r r ( { Z i s i  +  h i )  -  Z ( s i ) } \  { Z { s - 2  +  h - y )  -  Z i s - , ) } ' )  
_  { 7 ( ^ 1  -  • S j  +  h i )  +  7 ( s i  -  S o  -  h - i )  -  7 ( 5 |  -  s y  +  h i  -  h , )  -  7 ( - S i  -  - S j ) } -
• l - f i h i )  • • l - f ( h y )  
(3.2) 
Ali (1987) and Genton (1997) derived the mean and covariance of 27(/i,). < = I /\. in terms 
of the covariance function of the underlying Gaussian process. For Z = [ Z { s i )  Z { s \ ) )  . we 
have 
•>i(h) = Z'{Q'{h)Q{h))Z = ZA(h)Z. (3.3) 
E { 2 ' ^ { h ) )  =  t r a c e ( A { h ) ^ ) .  
and hence, under the Gaussian assumption, 
Cov{ 2 ' y ( h i ) . 2 ' y { h - 2 ) )  =  t r a c e { A { h i ) ' £ A ( h 2 ) ' ^ ) .  (3.4) 
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where Q { h . )  is an appropriately defined x .V^ matrix with entries that are 1,0.-1. and A ( h )  =  
Q ' { h ) Q { h ) .  
For the variogram estimator 2 - y ( h )  with equally spaced sample from 1-dimensional i.i.d. Gaussian 
process with constant mean and variance a- , Genton (1997) showed 
±ll±_ if /j :V 
V«r(27(M) = < (3.5) 
and 
\-h • 
A r T ' l ' X - h i - Z h , ]  
Otherwise. 
if hi + hy < .V. 
Cot-(27(/?I). 27(/j ))} = ^ ' ^ (3.6) 
• otherwise. 
for /ii < /j ). In the next subsection, we generalize this to the case where the random field {Z{s) : 
s € IR''} is not necessarily Gaussian and where it is not restricted to the one dimensional case. 
3.2.2 Main results 
Generally covariances of variogram estimators are functions of fourth order moment terms of the 
underlying process. To get the the covariance formulas of variogram estimators in terms of their sec­
ond order moment terms we need to consider the following. Assume that the intrinsically stationary 
spatial process {Z(s) : s € has 4-dimensional characteristic function 02'(-: si. S). S3. S4), 
corresponding to 4-dimensional marginal distribution of (Z(si) Z(s^))'. If the quantity 
^ z { s i  s.,) = log Oz(i: Si S4) (3.7) 
i=0 d t i O t i d t i d t ^ '  °  
is the same constant regardless of the choice of si S4 G . then the fourth moment terms of the 
process Z(s)  are expressed with its second moment terms. 
Theorem 3.1. For an intrinsically stationary process {Z(s)} ,  assume that 
i) sz(si S4) = for all Si e IR'^ 
ii) E { Z [ s ) }  is constant, say /i. 
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Then . the covariances of two variogram estimators at different lags, 27(/it) and 2-y( hi) is given as 
C o c ( 2 - y { h i ) . - 2 ^ { h > ) )  =  
•) 
. \ ( h i ) . \ ( h . )  
u e D i h t )  
v e D ( h ~ )  
{ ~ t { u  -  r )  -  7 ( u  —  V  +  h i )  —  - f i u  —  V  -  h y )  +  f i u  -  v  +  h i  —  h - i ) } '  
(3.8) 
Proof. Obviously, 
C o L - ( 2 - y { h i ) . 2 ^ { h > ) )  =  
•> 
.V(/li ).V(/l2, 
U & D { h i \  
V e o i h j i  
^  C o r ( ( Z ( u )  -  Z ( u - h  h i ) ) - .  ( Z ( v )  -  Z ( v - i - h - j ) ) - ) .  (3.9) 
and 
Coi-|(Z(ii - h  h i )  - Z ( u ) ) - .  ( Z ( v  +  h j )  - Z(u))"| = 
Cor|(Z"(u +  h i )  -  2 Z ( u ) Z ( u  +  h i )  +  Z - ( u ) )  .  (Z"(r + /i.>) - 2Z(u)Z(u + h -y) + Z*(i;))| 
(3.10) 
To represent covariance term (3.10) with second moment terms of underlying process, we need the 
following. Define centralized moments of order k. 
k  
/ z ( 5 i .  •  •  •  . S k )  =  n  ~  / ' ( - S . ) ) } -
1  =  1  
and 
m ( S i .  S 2 .  5 3 .  S ^ )  =  f l ( S i . S - 2 . S 3 . S 4 )  -  ^ (S[. S . )/i (S3, s.,) . 
Under the condition of constant mean, i) in theorem 2.1, we may assume E { Z { s ) }  = 0 without loss 
of generality. Fix 5i s.| € . For simplicity, assume that (Z(5i), Z(s2). Z(s3). Z(s^)) has a 
characteristic function, which we again denote by oz{t,). 
O z ( t )  = e| e.\p(z t i  Z ( s i )  +  i t i  Z ( s - 2 )  + i t 3  Z ( s : i )  +  i t ^  Z(s.,))|. 
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Define P(i) = log . and 
d'' 
d t i  •  - d t k  
Then. 
—  P ( t )  =  P , , { t )  =  P ,  
^ — O z ( t )  =  { P t i . t .  +  P t i  •  P t . J o z i t ) .  d t i O t ,  
Since/z = 0. Pf,(0) = 0 Vz. and (0) = (.i(s,.sj). 
0 '  
c ) t \ d t  > O t : i O t  
=  o z i O )  
t=0 
P,>.t,{0)P,,.um + Pr....a0)Pr, . f , ( 0 )  +  P , . , , ( 0 ) P , , , , , ( 0 )  +  P , . r , . , , , , , ( 0 ) j .  
If the condition ii) is satisfied. 
^liSl.S2.S^.S^} = /Z(Si.5J)/Z(S3.SJ) +/Z (5,. S;, )/Z (S.). 54 ) + /z( 51 . ^ 4 )/Z (5j . S.-}) + ^ 7-
Then, 
fn(Si. 5-2. S3. s.() = /z(si.s3)/z(s-2.s.i) +/Z (S1. S.t )/z (sj. S3) +^7- (3.1 1) 
Since C o c ( Z { u i ) Z ( u > ) .  Z { v i ) Z ( v y ) )  -  n!(ui.  u-j. Wi. uj). 
Cof|(Z(u h ^ )  -  Z { u ) ) - . ( Z ( v  +  h - i )  -  Z [ v ) ) - ^  
=  n i ( u .  u . v . v )  +  n n ( u .  u .  u  +  h i -  v  - h  / i j )  +  n i { u  +  h i . u  - r  h i . v  +  h t . v  +  h y )  
+  m i u  +  h i .  u  +  h i .  v . v )  —  ' l m { u .  u . v . v  +  h y )  —  ' l m ( u  +  h i .  u  +  h i .  v .  v  +  h y )  
—  ' 2 m { u .  u  +  h i . v . v )  —  2 m { u .  u  +  h i . v  +  h - ^ . v  +  h 2 )  - { -  4 ( 7 t ( u .  u  h i . v . v  +  h ^ ) -
(3.12) 
By substitututing(3.l 1) to (3.12) we get 
C o i ' ^ i Z i u  +  h i ) -  Z { u ) ) \ { Z ( v  +  h y )  -  Z ( v ) ) - j  
=  ' 2 { f l { u . v )  —  I . l ( u . V  +  h y )  —  ^ { u  +  h i . v )  +  n i u  +  h i .  v  +  h y ) } ' .  
and by plugging this into (3.9). the result follows. • 
The covariance function (3.8) implies the correlation formula derived by Cressie (1985) under more 
restrictive conditions. The theorem 3.1 is still true for general sampling points {si s.v }• We need 
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to note that there is no restriction on the sampling points and sampling region in proving the theorem. 
That is, for nonlattice sampling and not evenly sampled cases the theorem is applicable. 
For a random sequence .if Z ( i )  = Zq, V/.and ^ Z a  exists, then the condition i) in the­
orem 3.1 is trivially satisfied. If the random sequence { Z ( i )  is an i.i.d. or m-dependent stationary 
random sequence, should be 0 to satisfy the condition i) in theorem 3.1. Because log oz(t) has the 
form for a function /(-) for i.i.d. case, and the partial derivatives w.r.t. two different variables 
and tj make all terms 0. In the nz-dependent case, there are also quadruples of independent random 
variables in the sequence, so the result follows. The condition = 0 foi" (•si Sj) implies 
that the 4-th order cumulant of each marginal random variable is also 0, because ^z is the 4-th order 
cumulant of marginal random variable when st = sj = s:j = S4 . 
Corollary 3 Jl. If a process is i.i.d. and Z(l) has kurtosis 0. then (3.8) is satisfied and (3.5) 
and (3.6) are obtained. 
In the more general case without the intrinsic stationary condilion. theorem 3.1 still holds in terms 
of covariance function, 
f i ( u . v ]  =  E { { Z { u )  - /z)(Z(u) -/<)}. 
instead of - / ( u  —  v ) .  i . e .  
Cof(2-y(/ii).27(/ij)) = 
\ ( h i ) \ ( h , )  ^  { n ( u . v )  -  n i u  + h i . v )  -  ^ i { u . v  +  h - , )  +  f i ( u  + h i . v  +  h - z ) } -
v ^ D i h . i  
(3.13) 
In theorem 3.1. the intrinsic stationarity which implies condition ii), is not a necessary condition. 
We can apply the theorem and formula (3.13) without assuming intrinsic stationarity, provided that 
condition i) and ii) are satisfied. We can see that in the following example. Since = 0 always for 
Gaussian process {Z(s)}, the next corollary follows. 
Corollary 3.3. For any Gaussian process { Z { s ) }, if the process has constant mean then (3.8) or (3.13) 
is satisfied. 
From (3.8), the variance of the variogram estimator is directly derived as 
V ' a r ( 2 7 ( h ) )  =  — ^  { • 2 7 ( u  -  u )  -  7 ( u  -  r  + / i )  -  7 ( u  -  r  -  A i ) } • ' .  
U€D|/I ,)  
V € D { h , )  (3.14) 
The condition ii) in theorem 3.1 is necessary; otherwise, with E { Z [ s ) ]  =/z(s), from (3.9) we get 
C o L ' { { Z ( u }  -  Z(t i  +  / i i ) ) - . (Z(u)  -  Z ( v  +  h , ) ) - )  
=  C o r { ( Z ( u )  -  Z { u  +  h i ) ) - .  ( Z ( v )  -  Z ( v  h , ) ) - )  
+2{/ i (u |  - / / (u  +  / i i ) } -Z:  { Z ( u )  -  Z ( u  - h  h . i ) } { Z ( v }  -  Z { v  +  h y ) } ' ]  
+ 2 { ; i ( u )  -  n { v  +  h , ) }  •  E  { Z ( v )  -  Z { v  +  / i j ) } { Z ( - u )  -  Z { u  +  h i ) }  
- t - 4 { ^ ( u ) - / i ( u  +  / i i ) } { / i ( u )  - i.i(v + h-y)} • E {Z(u) — Z(u + hi)}{Z{v) — Z{v -r ht]} 
for Z(s)  =  Z(s)  -  / i ( s ) .  Thus, when the mean of the process is not constant, the third moment terms 
o f  t h e  p r o c e s s  { Z ( s ) }  a p p e a r  i n  C ' o c { ' 2 ' y { h i ) . 2 - y ( h y ) ) .  
3.3.3 Examples 
E.vample3.1. (Numerical e.xample of Gaussian process.) Consider a stationary process {Z(s)}  having 
the anisotropic Gaussian variogram model: 
2 - r ( h )  =201 "(I  -  e.Kp(- (^>-2 | /J i |"  +  <>:} | / i2 | ' ) ) ) .  
with 9i = 1.0. dy = 0.2, and = 0..}. When we only consider 2-dimensional sampling re­
gion, this is a more generalized model than example 2.3, an isotropic Gaussian variogram model. 
Suppose that we choose the three lag vectors, hi = (0. l)./i2 = {1.0)./i3 = (1. 1)- Set 27 = 
(27(/ii).27(/i2).27(/i3)) and D  =  { ( i . j )  :  i . j  = -2 .3}, the integer-vectors in the sampling 
region R  = (-3.3] x (-3. 3]. Then, from theorem 3.1. we have 
Coi-(27.27) = -
3b 
^ 1.0793722 0.4032465 1.404173 ^ 
0.4032465 2.3014128 2.f)35349 
1.4041734 2.6353489 6.1354.58 y 
Similarly, in the anisotropic exponential variogram model 
2 - f { h )  =  2 6 i  •  ( I  -  e x p ( - ( 0 2 | / ! i l  +  ^ 3 | / i 2 i ) ) ) .  
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with Oi = l.O, O'l = O.l.and ^3 = 0.08, we have 
CovCl-y. 27) = — 
00 
^ 0.3949192 0.0025036 0.4020675 ^ 
0.0025036 0.2412221 0.2468201 
0.4020675 0.2468201 0.7776418 
for the same sampling region. 
Example 3.2. (Non-Gaussian process.) Let {.V,be a sequence of i.i.d. binomial random 
variables with sample size rn and parameter p such that /^( 1 - p) = ^ . Then the stationary random 
sequence Z( /) = .V, -h -V,4.1 . i = 1.2. • • • satisfies the condition i) and ii) in theorem 3.1. Because the 
4-th order cumulant of binomial distribution is given as {1 — 6/>( I - y:>) }/{m- (1 — p)} . the condition 
p{l — p] = j: makes kurtosis0. 
Example 3.3. (Non-intrinsic stationary process.) Consider two independent random variables. .Vi 
and -Vj that are normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1. The spatial process {Z{s)} on 
= {('• J = 0. 1,2.3} is generated by assigning .Vi and .V.> according to the rule. 
Z ( s )  =  <  
are 
A 1. if s € ^1 • 
X > .  if s G D \ D i .  
where Di = {(0,0), (0, 1). (1. 2), (1.3), (2.2). (2,3). (3,0). (3,1)}. The points in the set Di 
shown with white marks in Figure 3.1 and the others are shown in black. 
The spatial process { Z { s ) }  is not stationary nor intrinsically stationary. Let hi = (1.0) and 
hy = (0. l),and 2-y = (2-y (hi). 2-^ {h-2)). The Matheron's variogram estimators for hi and /i> 
are 2-y (hi) = |(.Vi - and 27(hj) = i(A'i - A'2)" - The covariance matrix of the variogram 
estimator 2-y is 
Coc(2'y.2-y) = ^ • 
2 I 
which is consistent with the result from (3.13) 
0 12 3 
Figure 3.1: The s e t  a n d  D \ D \  
3.3 Asymptotic covariances of Matheron's variogram estimators 
3.3.1 Main results 
The variances of variogram estimators are functions of variogram model and sample size as shown 
in (3.14). In the view point of pure increasing domain asymptotics, and under a standard weak depen­
dence assumption on the random field, (3.14) is approximated by 
V n r ( - > - y ( h ) )  ~ ~  ^ |27(ti) - 7(ti - h) - 7(u +/i) | . (3.15) 
u e D { h )  
u e D { h )  
Cressie (1985)'s approximation (3.1) is exactly obtained if 
7(u -I- h) + liu - h) , , ^ 7(^i) - 0. (3.16) 
for all u  G D ( h } .  u  ^  0 .  Instead of this too restrictive condition, the validity of the approximation 
depends on what portion of 
X; (3.17) 
u e D ( h )  
is equal to {27(h)}- which is the value of summand at tx = 0  (when 7(0 )  = 0). 
As shown in (3.1) Matheron's variogram estimator. V'ar(27(/i)) is 0(.Vn(/i)~') as n —oc. 
In asymptotic view points, the normalized variogram estimator y/\nih) • is considered. 
When sampling sites lie on the integer grid . the asymptotic covariance of normalized variogram 
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estimators is given as 
.\\ •Cof(27„(/ii).27„(/i>)) 
2  •  { - y i u )  - - f l u  +  h i )  -  y i u  -  h - , ) + f { u  +  h i  -  h ) ] } '  (3.18) 
ueZ"' 
as H oc from theorem 3.1, provided the condition i) and ii) are satisfied, and the conditions on the 
sampling region /?„ in the increasing domain asymptotic framework are satisfied. We will call this as 
asymptotic covariance matrix (A.CW), in short. 
From (3.18). each variance term is given by 
2  •  - - r i u  +  h )  -  f ( u  -  h ) ] -  (3.19) 
which depends on the variogram model itself. The next theorem provides a sufficient condition of 
(3.19) to be finite for 1-dimensional variogram models. 
Leinma3.4. Foran 1-dimensional intrinsic stationary process { Z { s )  : s €  I R }  having the variogram 
model. 27o(|/i|). assume that there exists a sequence { C'k } of constants satisfying the following 
conditions. 
i / k  
i )  l i m  s u p  fc! = 0. 
ii) There exists a positive constant such that 7o( ) is analytic on oc) and 
Then, the normalized variogram estimator • 2'y^(h) has finite asymptotic variance. 
2 • {27o( | « | )  -  7 o ( l "  +  / » l )  -  7 o ( l «  -
U€Z 
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Proof. For notational convenience, define a set .4 and a coeficient function c  as follows. 
A =  { ( a .  J )  : a . . i  =  Q . - h . h } .  
F 
4. if a = 0 and i  -  0. 
:(o. J) = 1. if a 7^:0 and J # 0. 
—2. otherwise. 
Under condition ii) 7q(0 is analytic for sufficiently large values of t, and here. 
• y a { t  +  h )  =Y1 V /  >  . l / - .  / >  . \ /  
k=i] 
(3.20) 
when means Ar-th order derivative of From (3.20), 
(••^7o(0 - 7o(' - /') - 7o(' + /»))• 
r X- X 
'-t=i l = >  k \  /! 
for t .  t  +  f t .  t  —  h  6 [A/, oc). 
(3.21) 
In asymptotic variance, we need to sum (3.21) over the region {.s : |.s| > A/}. This summation 
is appro.ximated by l-dimmensional integeration because of the sy metric property of 7(j(). Thus the 
asymptotic variance is bounded by 
for a suitable constant r/ > 0. The integral term in (3.22) has Cauchy-Schwarz bound; 
(3.22) 
I  f  \ J t :  - (/>v/ ' (/>.v/ 
Now, the summation with respect to k and I in (3.22) are separated and we have terms inside summa­
tion over the set .4 ; 
(3.23) 
and 




From the definition of the set A  , we can see q and J  have values depending on . To guarantee that 
(3.23) and (3.24) have finite values for all h , the series (3.23) and (3.24) have to have infinite radii of 
convergence with respect to a and J which is ensured by i). This proves the lemma. • 
To be the variogram model for a weakly stationary process in IR. '2-y{h) should be bounded, for 
such processes always satisfy the conditions i) and ii) under mild conditions on the spectral density. 
Most commonly used variogram models also satisfy the conditions of lemma 3.4. 
3.3.2 Examples 
Example 3.4. (Asymptotic covariance in piecewise linear variogram model.) Consider the one dimen­
sional Gaussian process {Z(.s)} having piecewise linear variogram model. 
' I - y i k )  =  ' 2 8  •  min(|A-|. m ) .  9  >  0 .  r n  >  0 .  
and let i . J  € Z so that |i| + |j| < m .  This is the one dimensioanl version of Example 2.1. Then, as 
n oc, 
<  J  
.V„ - Cot-(•27^(;). 27^(7)) -> - 0.5}. (3.25) 
I tj= I 
Notably, the matrix generated by 
t  J  
^ ^{min(j:.y) - n} , «<l 
r=I {/=l 
with respect to i  6 {I [ m / 2 ] } ,  J  £  {1 [m/2]} has quint-diagonal inverse of interesting 
form. The notation [•] means the greatest integer not greater than the argument inside. 
Example 3.5 (Asymptotic covariance in Gaussian variogram model.) The ACV in the case of Gaussian 
variogram model in example 3.1 is given by 
^ 1.3074411 0.6800292 l..S0o;j54 ^ 
0.6800292 2.718511.5 3.139840 • 
1.8053.538 3.1398401 (5.481423 y 
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and for exponential variogram model 
' 0.9:301918 0.01.59782 0.9432013 ^ 
0.01.59781 0.4839471 0.4975156 • 
0.9432013 0.4975156 1.4893898 y 
Example 3.6. Consider the variogram model ' l - y i h )  =  ||/i||'* for the fractional isotropic Brownian 
motion in Because of the condition (2.12). q should be a value in (0, 2). The conditions i) and 
ii) in lemma 3.4 require n < 1.5 to have finite asymptotic variance. In the case of one dimensional 
p r o c e s s  { i . e .  r /  =  I  )  h a v i n g  v a r i o g r a m  ' l - y ( h )  =  
{27(U) - 7((i + 1) - 7(U - 1))- ~ - -I- 0(4^) 
16 u (/•' 
for sufficiently large value of u. Hence the asymptotic variance cannot be finite for a = 1.5. Although 
lemma 3.4 gives only sufficient conditions for the ACV to be finite, we can see from example 3.6 that 
the conditions are very tight and nearly necessary. 
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4 ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATORS 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we consider least squares estimation of parametric variogram models and inves­
tigate certain asymptotic properties of these estimators. Estimation of the covariance function or the 
variogram is a basic problem in statistical inference for a spatially distributed random process. Pre­
diction of the process at an unobserved location and confidence intervals for underlying population 
parameters closely depend on the variogram of the spatial process. As a result, one needs to be able to 
estimate the variogram precisely either for a parameteric spatial model or in a nonparametric setting. 
Chapter 3 was devoted to evaluate covariances and to discuss the limiting properties of Matheron's 
variogram estimators in a nonparametric setting. The most common approach to estimate variogram 
model parameters from nonparametric variogram estimators is by minimizing a certain distance be­
tween the nonparametric estimator and the model based variograms at a finite number of lags. This 
method produces a valid (conditionally negative definite) variogram estimator. The simplicity and the 
visual appeal of the method makes it popular among practitioners. As indicated above, our concern 
will be concentrated on various least square parametric estimation methods and their asymptotic prop­
erties. like consistency, asymptotic normality, and asymptotic efficiency. We will obtain an expression 
for the asymptotic covariance matrix of those estimators which will form the basis for comparing their 
efficiencies in large samples. 
4.2 A class of least squares estimators 
In this section, we define a class of LSEs of 6 that include the OLS. WLS. and GLS estimators 
as special cases. Suppose 27(-) is a generic variogram estimator such as 27( ) and 2^{-), and 
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{2-y(-: 0) : 0 € 0 C ZR'} is a valid variogram model. Let Hk = {/ii } be a finite set of lag 
vectors in R'^  such that the variogram estimator ' 2 - y ^ { h , )  is defined for all i  =  I  . From the 
symetricity of variogram model, is usually restricted to a subset of 
{ ( A1.  •  •  •  .  /i^) :  h i  >  0  . h ,g > 0 . for some t o  }. 
without loss of generality. When is clearly defined and we want to mention a vector of function 
values with respect to lag vectors in with the implicitly defined order in //h,- (i.e. hi ), 
we will abbreviate all argument terms from the function notations; that is, 2~if and 27 (: 0 )  mean vec­
tors (27(/ii) 2-f{hi^)) and {'2-y(hi:d) 2~i[hi^:d)) respectively, and i-y means a vector 
27(/ia.-)). etc. 
Let V { d )  be a K  x  [ \  positive definite matrix that possibly depends on the covariance parameter 
9 (and also on n). Then the LSE of 9 corresponding to the weight matrix r( ) is defined as the value 
V) minimizing the quadratic form Qn(V': 9) : that is, 
0^(1") = arg min Qa{ V: 0): (4.1) 
d e e  
QM:0) = (27 -27(:0))'V(0)(27-27(:0)). (4.2) 
For notational simplicity, when a specific nonparametric variogram estimator 27( ) or 27( ) is used 
instead of 27(-) in (4.1) and (4.2), we will denote as 0ri(V ) or 0^(1), respectively, and when there 
is no chance of confusion, we will drop V from V). ) and 0ri(V ) and write them as 0,^, 
9n and 9n . Note that for I = Ik . the identity matrix of order A", the corresponding LSE 0n(/) 
is the OLS estimator of 9 .  Similarly, when 11(0) = diag(w-i(0) w-^-(0)) for some nonnegative 
weights w-i(0) the LSE ) is a WLS estimator of 9 .  When ~ { 9 )  is the I \  x  K  
(asymptotic) covariance matrix of 27. the LSE ) is the (asymptotic) GLS estimator of 9. 
4.3 Asymptotic distribution of LSEs 
Consistency and asymptotic normality of the LSEs are essentially determined by the corresponding 
large sample properties of the generic variogram estimator 27^. In this section we establish con­
sistency and asymptotic normality of 0n(V') assuming these general large sample properties of the 
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nonparametric variogram estimator ' 2 - y { h ) .  For proving the results, we will assume the following 
regularity conditions on the variogram model 2~(h: 9) and the weight matrix 1(0). 
CONDITIONS: 
[4.1] (•27(:0,)-27(:02))'(27(:0i)-•27(:6>-2)) > 0 forall 6>, 6»,. 
[4.2] (i) .sup{7(/i:0) : h  G .  0 € 0} < :x:. 
(ii) 7( •; ff) has continuous partial derivatives of order .s( > 0) with respect to 0: 
[4.3] (i) 1(0) is positivedefinite for all 0 G © and sup{||V'(0)|| :0S0} <tc; 
(ii) \ ' ( 0 )  is r-times(r > 0) continuously differentiable on 0, 
where .s. r > 0 are specified in the statements of the results below. 
Condition [4.1 ] is an identifiability condition on the variogram model 2 - i { h : 9 ) .  It requires that the 
choice of the lag vectors in be such that for any two distinct values of the variogram parameter 
6, the variogram must be different at at least one of the lag vectors hi h/^- . In other words. 
the variograms 2 - ( h : 0 i )  and 2 ' ( h : d 2 ]  for any 9 \  ^  9 i  can be distinguished by their values at 
h G //a,- . Given a variogram model, it is very easy to choose such sets of lag vectors. Conditions 
[4.2](ii) and [4.3](ii) are smoothness conditions; as for condition [4.1], these can be verified directly 
for a given variogram model and a given weight matrix V'{9). For consistency of the LSEs, we 
only need to assume continuity of the functions 7(-; 9) and V'(0). This will be specified by setting 
.s = r = 0 in conditions [4.2](ii) and [4.3](ii). For proving asymptotic normality, we need to assume 
differentiability of •y{-:9) and V (0), which will be specified by setting .s = r = 1 in conditions 
[4.2](ii) and [4.3]{ii). Note that in view of the continuity of 7(-: 9 )  and V'(0), conditions [4.2](i) and 
[4.3](i) both hold if the parameter space 0 is compact. 
Throughout this section, we shall denote the true value of the parameter by 9Q . The first result 
establishes consistency of the LSE 0„( V ). 
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that conditions [4.1 ]. [4.2], and [4.3] hold with .s = r = 0. 
(i) Suppose that, under 0 = Go, 
- 27(:0o)) -^0 as nx;. a.s.. (4.3) 
Then, 0a(V) do as n rxz. a.s. 
(ii) If. instead of almost sure convergence. (4.3) holds in probability, then ) —>p 9 o  d s  n  — r  
rc . 
Proof. We prove the result for the almost sure convergence case. Let 
Q(V:0) = {•2-r{ : 0 ) - 2 - y { : d o ) ) ' V { 9 )C2'r( : 9 ) - - > y ( : e o ) ) .  
Underthe conditions, it follows that Q ( V ' : 0 )  is strictly positive on 0\{</o}.and Q(r:0o) = 0. Thus. 
Q(V:9) has a unique minimum at 9q . Next, note that,by condition [4.2] and (4.3), with probability 
one, 
A,i = sup{|Q,i( I': 0) - Q(r: 0)1 : 0 € 0} —>• 0 as r —>• oc. (4.4) 
Fix a sample point such that (4.4) holds, and suppose, if possible, that 9 , ^ ( \ ' )  9 o  a s  n  y z  for 
this sample point. Then, there exists f > 0 and a subsequence {m,,} such that 
||0m„ - 0o|| > e for all n > L. 
Hence, noting that (5( V: 0o) =0, by (4.4) we get, 
Q m A V : 0 m J  - Q m J V : 9 o )  > Q(V:J - (5(V:0o) -
> inf{Q(0) ; ||0-0o|| > «} 
> (l/2)-inf{g(6») :|i0-0o|| > > 0 
for all n > for some no > 1 • This contradicts the definition of 0^(1) as the minimizer of 
Qn( V: 9). proving the thoerem in the case where (4.3) holds almost surely. When (4.3) holds in prob­
ability, then given any subsequence {«'}, there is a further subsequence {«"} of {«'} along which 
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(4.3) holds almost surely. It is enough to recast the above argument to prove the case of convergence in 
probability. • 
Thus, it follows that under the regularity conditions [4.1]-[4.3], the LSE ) is (strongly) con­
s i s t e n t  f o r  9  w h e n e v e r  t h e  g e n e r i c  v a r i o g r a m  e s t i m a t o r  ' l ' y [ h )  i s  ( s t r o n g l y )  c o n s i s t e n t  f o r  2 ~ f ( h - . 6 )  
at h G Hk • Since most commonly used variogram estimators are pointwise consistent, one can use 
any of these to define the LSEs of 0 and thus, obtain consistent estimators of 0 . In section 4.5, we 
will give explicit conditions on the process Z(-) that ensure consistency of the method of moments 
variogram estimator under different spatial sampling schemes. Hence, one can choose the generic 
variogram estimator "i-yl) to be the method of moment estimator (MME) in applying theorem 4.1. 
Next we consider the large sample distributions of the LSEs under general conditions on the generic 
v a r i o g r a m  e s t i m a t o r  • 2 7 ( / i ) .  T o  t h a t  e n d ,  d e f i n e  a  J a c o b i a n  m a t r i x  o f  o r d e r  K  x  q ,  
r(0) = ^(2i'-27(:0)). 
Then, we have the following result. In the following we will drop the argument 6 in the matrices 
appearing for notational simplicity. 
Theorem 4.2. Assume that conditions [4.1], [4.2], and [4.3] hold with .•» = I and r = I. .A.Iso, 
suppose that there exists a sequence of constants {a,i}a>i such that cc as r —> oc and 
a„ • (2T„ - 27(:0O)) .v(o.L(0o)) (4.5) 
for some nonsingular matrix i;(0o) • If. in addition, the K  x  q  matrix r(0o) is of rank q ,  then 
•(0n{V') -0o)) .v(o.i;i-(0o)) 
as n —> DC, where 
Ev(0) = BW^VVB (4.6) 
and 0 = 8(6) = (TVT)-^ 
Proof. Define g n { 9 )  = (27„ -  27(:  0 ) )  and from the condition [4.3], 
»'(0) = -^vec[V{e)\. 
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Note that by condition [4.3](ii), there exists a 9 ^  satisfying ||0ri - Soil < ll^a - Soil- such that 
QniOn) = fJniOo) + - Oq) . (4.7) 
By the definition of 
0 = ^Qn(vie).9)\ . 
^  ^ \ e = e „  
=  2 ( r { e , ) ) ' v ( d r . ) g n { e n )  +  ( \ v ( e n ) ) ' { g . [ e n ) . : g n { e , , ) ) .  (4.8) 
where •: is Kronecicer product. By plugging (4.7) into the first term of (4.8) and multiplying by 
we get 
• 2 ( r ( 0 J ) ' V ( d „ )  -  ( ^ g n i d o )  +  -  9 q ) )  
+ (ir(0„)j • fln = 0. (4.9) 
In the last term in (4.9), an([/n{9n) :• gn(9n)) 0. (4.9) implies the theorem. • 
Theorem 4.2 shows that the LSE 9,, (I ) is asymptotically normal with the same scaling constant 
a „  t h a t  y i e l d s  t h e  a s y m p t o t i c  n o r m a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  t h e  n o n p a r a m e t r i c  v a r i o g r a m  e s t i m a t o r  ' l - y ( h ) .  
In general, the order of depends on the generic variogram estimator as well as the spatial sampling 
design that generates the sampling locations in • For samples taken on the integer lattice in IR'^, it 
is typically of the order in pure increasing domain asympiotics. and m mixed increasing 
domain asymptotics. However, other normalizing constants are possible if the spatial sampling design 
is stochastic or if it has an infill component. In the section 4.5, we develop the theory further under 
specific model assumptions and under some specific spatial sampling designs. For the results of the 
next section, we continue to use generic variogram estimation. 
4.4 Asymptotic efficiency 
In this section, we compare the relative efficiencies of different LSEs of 9  in large samples under 
the general setup discussed in previous section. Thus, we do not make any specific assumptions on the 
model generating the process Z(-). and/or on the choice of the generic variogram estimator 7„ . 
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Theorem 4.2 provides an expression for the asymptotic covariance matrix of the LSEs which forms 
the basis of our large sample comparison of the efficiency of the estimators (^ ) for different choices 
of the weighting matrix V'(0). We begin by formally defining an asymptotically efficient sequence of 
LSEs of the covariance parameter vector 0. Let P = {V'(-) : V'(-) satisfies condition [4.3] with r = 
1}. Then, we say that the LSE 0n(Vo) \s asymptotically efficient among ih'i c\as?, oi {0r,(l ) : 
r € V} at 0 if is nonnegative definite (n.n.d.) for all V € P. Note that this 
definition is equivalent to requiring that for any linear parametric function I'd, the asymptotic variance 
o f  t h e  e s t i m a t o r  i ' d n ( V o ]  i s  t h e  s m a l l e s t  a m o n g  a l l  e s t i m a t o r s  i n  t h e  c l a s s  { £ ' 9 n { ^  )  ' •  ^  €  P } .  
The following theorem gives two characterizations of the LSEs 0ri(t ) that are asymptotically 
optimal. 
Theorem 4.3. Assume that —v (0) is as in (4.6) and that the matrix r(0) is of rank q  for some 
0 6 0. Then, 
(i) llr - is n.n.d. 
(ii) Si" = r)~' ifandonlylf 
where .-lo(0) = Fffr) ' and the matrix is given by the relation .li.l.) = / - .-loT' 
for an arbitrary (K  -  q )  x  [ \  matrix .42(0) of which columns form a basis for the orthogonal 
(iii) III- = (f'S 'r) ' if and only if there exists q x q  arbitrary matrix R ( 0 )  such that IT = 
Proof. Let A be the K x K matrix defined by 
where .-Ij is a (A — q )  x K  matrix such that the columns of .42 constitute an orthonormal basis of 
Cfr)-*-. Write D = FT . Then, it follows that 
(.4(,l-.4o)-'(.4^V-.4,) = (.4(,^-^4o)-'(.4[,i:-'.4i). (4.10) 








1- 21 > 2 
V V 
—  1 1  — 1 2  
— 2 1  — 2 2  
where Xin  and I'n are of order q  x  q .  Then, it is easy to check that F'VT = D V'l i D . and that D  
and V'l I are p.d. Hence, 
Iv = (D-'V-'D-') 'D' 
r  D '  
A'\ EV'A 
.0 0 
— U  V u r-i n-i M l  ^  
Vn 
Ai 
-1 ri-1 l - ' D  
+tn'^-12^22 I' 2 IV--;^]D-'. 
Since D  is nonsingular, and does not depend on the weighting matrix l '(-), it is enough to consider 
the expression inside the square brackets to determine an optimal \'(-). Note that this is equivalent to 
choosing a r/ x (A' - q) matrix B such that for each x € \ {0}, 
HxiB) = x'pn + St.iB' -f Bt.i + (Btn}']x (4.13) 
is minimized. Fix a: € \ {0}. Clearly, we may write HxiB) as 
Next note that as i 91^: 0, 
{ B ' x  : 6 is a 7 X (A' — 9) matrix } = 
Hence, it follows that minimizing H x { B )  over the class of q  x  (A' — q )  matrices is equivalent to 
minimizing the quadratic form (:)'=(:) 
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over y  € .  Let B [  = [/,, : 0] be of dimension q  x  K .  Then, by Result l.f.l(ii) of Rao (1973), 
it follows that 
Inf 
\ y  
inf 
z e B ' - ' B [ z = X  
z'—z 
(4.14) 
where the infimum is attained (uniquely) at Zo = S ^ ' fii) 'x . Since (4.14) must hold for 
all X <= IR'' \ {0}, the optimal covariance matrix is given by a choice of I'(•) for which 
Ev- = 
= (r'::-'r)-'. 
Furthermore, by the uniqueness of z q  in (4.14), any such r(-) must satisfy 
(x':x'(V'-'rii)) = Zo for all x € \ {0} 
O {/,;r,7'ri2) = { B \ t - ' B i r ' B \ E - '  
« r-Ti, = [ B [ t - ' B i r ' B [ E - ' B - ,  
where B', = is of dimension (K  —  q )  x  K .  Note that by definition, A B i  = .-lo and A B ^  = . li. 
Hence the above condition reduces to 
To see that we can set .4o = r( FT)~, note that from (4.11), 
r = .A D  
0 
= AoD 
= .4o(rr) .  
Next using the definitions of .-Iq . .li. -Ai and the identity .4.4"' = /a .-, we can conclude that .At.lj = 
^K— ^oT'. This completes the proofs of parts (i) and (ii). The part (iii) is easily derived from the fact 
i:v- - (r'5:-'r)-' = BX '\V'[I - X(X'X)-^X']\VXB (4.15) 
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where X  =  and H' = The identity (4.15) and the symmetry of V now implies 
the equivalence of (ii) and (iii). This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
Theorem 4.3 shows that the GLS estimator is asymptotically efficient within the class P  of LSEs 
0n(^ )• Furthermore, it provides two equivalent characterizations of all asymptotically efficient LSEs 
of 6. For a class of linear regression models with correlated (time-series ) error variables, Grenander 
(1954) obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for the OLS estimator of the regression parameter 
vector to be asymptotically efficient. His conditions are stated in terms of the spectral density of the 
error process and the limiting matrix function of lag-products of the design vectors. In comparison, 
here the necessary and sufficient condition for any LSE of 6 is e.xpressed in terms of the limiting 
covariance matrix of the generic variogram estimator only at the lags hi /i^'. Indeed, one can 
formulate the problem of estimating the covariance parameter 0 as a nonlinear regression problem; 
that is 
-inih,) = 2-+ f,. / = I K. 
where the error variables f, = — 2 - y ( h , : 0 ) ) ,  for / = I I\. are correlated and are 
approximately multivariate normal with mean zero and covariance matrix Since in our treat­
ment the number K of lag-vectors remains the same for all the problem of characterizing efficiency 
of different LSEs is more similar to that of a fixed-sample size regression problem than Grenander 
(I954)'s framework where the number of observations satisfying the linear regression structure grows 
to infinity. This is also evident from the form of (iii) in theorem 4.3 which is similar to the necessary 
and sufficient condition for the OLS estimator of the regression parameter to be efficient in Aitken 
linear model (c/. Zyskind, 1967). 
Next we consider some of the implications of theorem 4.3. Suppose that the conditions of theorem 
4.2 hold for some 1(0) and that K = 7. Then, the matrix r(6) is nonsingular, and the necessary and 
sufficient condition of part (iii) of the Theorem holds with R = for any weighting matrix 
v. Hence, for K = r/, 
^ v i O )  =  (r'3:-'r)-' 
for all V. Therefore, by part (i). the estimator On (V) is asymptotically efficient for e\'ery choice of the 
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weighting matrix IAs a result, the OLS. WLS and GLS estimators of d  have the same asymptotic 
relative efficiency and are all asymptotically optimal within the class P. The same conclusion can also 
be reached from part (ii). Note that in this case, the necessary and sufficient condition of part (ii) is 
trivially satisfied with vacuously defined .Ai. 
The case /v > q  is more complicated. In this case, the OLS, WLS, and GLS estimators may 
have different asymptotic relative efficiencies. As it is true with determining the efficiency of the OLS 
estimator of the regression papameter in a linear regression model, verification of these conditions is 
typically not very easy. From theorem 3.1. it follows that the limiting covariance matrix 1! of the 
variogram estimators for h € //a' 's typically a nondiagonal matrix as we saw in example 
3.5. Indeed, S is diagonal even in the case where the underlying process Zfs) is independent and 
identically distributed (c/. Genton 1997). 
As a consequence, in view of the form of the necessary and sufficient conditions in parts (ii) and 
(iii) of theorem 4.3. it appears that the OLS or a WLS estimator of the variogram parameter 9 with 
a diagonal weighting matrix would typically not be efficient in the K > 7 case. In section 4.6. we 
will investigate numerically the relative performance of the OLS. WLS. and GLS estimators for case 
K > 7, among other things. 
4.5 Consideration for spatial regression models 
In this section, we suppose that the observed spatial process { Z { s )  :  s  £  I R ' ^ }  is specified by a 
spatial linear regression model, 
Z { s )  =  f { s ) ' f 3  +  € ( s ) .  (4.16) 
where /(•) is a known function, /3  is the p  x  1  vector of regression parameters and €(•) is an 
(intrinsically) stationary random field with 
E t ( s )  = 0  
and 
V a r { ( ( s )  —  e(s  -t -  / i ) )  =  ' 2 f { h :  0 ) .  
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s . h £  I R ' ^ .  Here. 0 is the vector of covariance parameters taking values in 0 C IR'^.q > 1. Note that 
'l-^[h:d) = Var(Z(s) — Z[s + h)) forall s.h£ IR'^, sothat 2-y(h:d) is also the variogram of the 
observed process Z(-)- In line with the main thrust of the paper, we shall concentrate on investigating 
consistency and asymptotic normality of the LSEs of the covariance parameter vector 0, treating 0 as 
a parameter of secondary interest. 
Since the mean structure of the observed process Z( •) involves the unknown regression parameter 
/3, generic (nonparametric) estimators of the variogram are typically defined after suitable mean adjust­
ments. To that end, let /3^ be an estimator of /3. Define the residuals t(s) = Z(s) —/(5)'/3„. s 6 Dn-
We shall consider the LSEs defined by (4.1) with the following choice of the generic variogram esti­
mator: 
-i-C"! = VTirr Y. + h) - ns)f (4.i7) 
where Dn(h) and .V„(/i) are defined in (2.14). (2.15), (2.17) and (2.18) with respect to /?„. 
For proving the results of this section, we shall assume the following conditions. 
CONDITIONS: 
[4.4] < oc and forall a > L 6 > I. a ( a . b )  <  C Q a ~ ' ^ b ' -  for some 0 < <> < 4, 
C ' o  >  0 ,  r i  >  ( 4  +  d ) d / d .  a n d  0  <  <  ( ' 2 d  —  T i ) / r H l .  
[4.5] sup{||/(s) - f(s •+• /i)|| : s € IR'^} < C{h) < 3C forall h  €  .  
[4.6] A';(||/3„-,/3||-'=Op(l). 
Condition [4.4] is a moment and mixing condition on the random field {Z( •)}. used for establishing 
the asymptotic normality of the MME. Since the MME is defined in terms of the squared differences 
(e(s , )  -  e(s j ) } - ,  we need to  assume the  exis tence  of  the  ("2 - f  c) - th  moment  of  the  var iables  ( f  ( s , )  -
f (Sj )) ^  for some c > 0 ; Condition [4.4] guarantees this. Condition [4.5] is a condition on the growth 
rate of the function /(s) and is satisfied if, for example, /(s) is bounded or if /(s) is Holder 
continuous. In particular, it holds for the case /(s) = s where the coordinates of the sampling sites 
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are directly used as covariates. We use condition [4.5] only for h  =  h i  h f ^ - , corresponding to 
the lag vectors in used to define the LSEs. 
Condition [4.6] requires the generic estimator /3„ to converge to the regression parameter vector 
f3 in probability at a rate faster than An Indeed, condition [4.6] on the estimator /3„ holds under 
both asymptotic structures if one takes /3„ to be the (ordinary) LSE of /3 given by 
^r..OLS = iK^nr'KZn. 
where Z„ = (Z(si) Z(5v„))' is the vector of observations and X„ is the x  p matrix 
with (-th row (/(s,))', i  =  1 From lemma 4.4 below, it follows that under the regularity 
condition stated above. 
^ 0 j ^ n . O L S - m ' = O i K - ' )  
as « —)• oc for either of the asymptotic frameworks, which trivially implies [4.6]. 
Lemma 4.4. Let {V'(s) : s £  be a stationary random field with E>'(0)  =0 and autocovariance 
f u n c t i o n  c f s )  =  £ ' V ' ( 0 ) > ' { s ) .  s  €  I R ' ^ .  S u p p o s e  Z r | V ' ( 0 ) | - ' ^ ' ^  <  o c  a n d  a i a . b )  <  C a ~ ' ^ b ' - .  a  >  
1.6 > I for some 0 < d < '2. C > 0. ^ > (2 + 6)d/d and 0 < rj < {'Id - where 
the strong mixing coefficient a(-. ) of >'(•) is defined by replacing «(•) with >'(•) in (2.10). Let 
w-n(-) : iR be deterministic functions satisfying sup{,i;n(s) :s € = 0{l) as n —>• oc . 
(1) Under the pure-increasing domain asymptotic structure, as rz —> rc, 
•Vn 




(2) Under the mixed-increasing domain asymptotic structure, as n —3c, 
•^1 r 
{S^h-J]- '"YY{s , )  ^  .V(0,  / fr(5)ds) :  
1=1 
Sn 
V-ar(5^^-„(s.)V'(s.)) = 0 ( X Z ' ' ) .  
! = I  
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Proof. LetQi(0 = f > 1. Note that for 0 < d < 2. r i  > 2c/and hence, J <  
X .  Also note that for d = I. = fC--'')/-* >> /(--n)/^ as t —>• x. and for d > 
2. —>• 0 as/ —> oc. Hence, the lemma follows from proposition3.2(ii), the 
With the notation and conditions above, we are now ready to state the main results of this section. 
The result concerns the large sample properties of the LSEs under the both pure-increasing-domain 
and mixed-increasing domain asymptotic structures. In each asymptotic case, the limiting covariance 
matrix are different. When we denote the {/. j )-th element of matrix .1 as those two matrices 
are written as follows ; 
for I < i . j  <  q .  
Theorem 4.5. Assume that conditions [4.3]-[4.6] hold. Suppose that H}^ C 2 ' under pure-IDA 
and ///V C /ino 2'^ for some no > 1, under mixed-IDA. Then, 
proof of step I. theorem 3.1, and theorem 3.3 of Lahiri (1997). 




H1 (0). under pure-IDA. 
u e )  = (4.18) 
1!2 (^) • under mixed-IDA. 
Proof. Define 
K 
Tn = v/^y^«.(27„(/i,) - 27(AI,:0O)) • 
1=1 
K 





for any a = («„ «/<-) G . By the Cramer-Wold device, it is enough to show that for any 
a = (a„ ai^) € . 
.V(o.a'i:i(0o)a) 
as n yz . Note that for any fixed h £ hn'Z.'^, .V„(/i) = (1 -I- o( D) as h —> rc . by condition 
[4.4]. Hence, by condition [4.6], 
— 7"^ I I 
< \/^y^ I (t(sj+/i.) - t(s_,))'- (Ms,+/i.) - t(sj))'jI 
K 
<  C \  -  / ^^ l« . | {2 | i /3 ,  - /3 | |  i |E .„ | |  +  | | ^„  - /3 | | -C( / i , )}  
1=1 
where 
riih,)) ' |(/(dj + h,) — /(dj)) • ({(d, 4- /t,) - t(dj))| . 
and C'l is a constant. By lemma 4.4, £'^^||E,„||- = 0(.V~') for all I < A: < A'. Hence, it follows 
that 
ITu - = «p(l). (4.19) 
Next, write ./,,i = Dn\Dn{h,} which is contained in {s € : s € ,} for , = (A^ — 
||/i,||)/?o. Note that by condition [4.4], the set , can be covered by cubes of the 
form 2||/i,||(0. 1]' -hi. i € . Since each such cube can contains at most ('211/1,11 -f- 1)' points 
from the grid hn 2"^. the size of the set is 0(A|i^~'') , as « dc . Hence, by condition [4.5], 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and lemma 4.4, 
E^\Tln — Tznl 
K \n 
< - ( .V„( / i . ) ) - ' | -E l  > ; (« , ) !  
. = L  J = L  
+(.V„(/i,))-'E| Yi >• («,)!} 
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j = i  
I/-'I 
1=1 





where C >  and C3 are appropriately defined constants. The last term in (4.20) goes to 0 as n —• oc. 
Finally, by lemma 4.4, as « —cc, 
T>n .V(O.a'S:i(0o)a). 
proving the theorem. • 
The condition on the lag vectors hi in mixed-IDA case simply ensures that the variogram 
estimator 2-;.(/i) is well defined for h  G In particular, this condition holds if h ~ ^  is an integer 
and c Z '. The next result establishes asymptotic normality of the LSE 0^(1 ) under pure-IDA 
and mixed-IDA frameworks. 
Corollary 4.6. Assume that conditions [4.1 ]-[4.6] hold with r = L = .s in conditions [4.2] and [4.3]. 
Then, 
.\/„'/-(0„{r)-0o) x i o . ^ v i d o ) )  
as n , where is given by (4.6) with ~{Oo) replaced by —i(0o) of (4.18) under the 
pure-IDA and with i;(0o) replaced by —>(^0) of (4.18) under the mixed-IDA. 
Thus, in pure-IDA case, the LSEs are asymptotically normal with the usual scaling, viz., a„ = 
because .V„ ~ .V/„ in pure-IDA case as we saw in chapter 2. It follows that in the mixed-
IDA case, the LSEs 0n( V) have a slower rate of convergence, viz.. Op(.\/„^^^), to the true parameter 
(3q than that for the pure increasing domain case, since in this case. Mn ~ \n h'n' Jmd 0 
as H —3c . The main reason behind this is that infill sampling of the spatial process Z( ) leads to 
strong dependence among the resulting observations and the total amount of information contained in a 
sample of size .V„ under the mixed-increasing-domain case is equivalent to the information contained 
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• 2 - f ( h : e )  =  
in a sample of size .1/^ ~ A „ h'^ under the pure increasing domain case. This is a situation that is 
somewhat similar to the case of long-range dependent data, where the sample mean of .V„ observations 
converges to the population mean ( say, in probability) at a rate slowerrhw Sn~^^' (cf- Beran,1994; 
Hall.1997). Thus, corollary 4.6 gives the limit distribution of the LSE V) in presence of what 
could be considered a type of long-range spatial dependence in the data. 
4.6 Simulation results 
We conducted a small simulation study to investigate the implications of the theoretical findings 
of the paper in finite samples. We considered zero-mean Guassian processes {Z(.s) : .s 6 M} with 
covariance functions specified by the following variogram models 
Model 1: (Piecewise linear Variogram Model with nugget effect.) 
•2(<>o + ^ 1 • '»})• if/j 7^ 0. 
0. if/!=0. 
where 9 = (^o. f i)' € 0 = [0. I) x (0. I). and where the given constant m > 0 specifies the 
r a n g e  o f  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  t h e  r . f .  { Z { - ) } .  
Model 2: (Exponential Variogram Model in JR^.) 
2-y{h: 6] = 2di (1 - ejr^(-6>2|/2|))-
where 0 = (ffi-ffy)' € 0 = {(0i.(9.) : di >0. 0, > 0}. 
Data were generated by sampling the process Z(-) on the integer grid starting from time point 
1. We considered various combinations of parameter values under both models and at sample sizes 
-V = .50. 100. 500. 1000. Note that under both models, the number q of parameters to be estimated is 
two. We considered the performance of the OLS. WLS and the GLS estimators when the number of 
lags A' is equal to 2 and 5, corresponding to the cases K = q and K > q. 
For generating the samples under the given variogram models, we used the spectral method due to 
Shinozuka (1971) and Mejia and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1974), based on the formula 
U 
Z(.s) - a ( 6 )  y / 2 / u  cos(H", .s -|- o , ) . s  £  R  (4.21) 
1=1 
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where c t - ( 9 )  = 7(DC;0)-7(O:0). are iid Uniform ( — random variables, and 
are i i d  r a n d o m variables with probability density function g(-:0)fa-^. Here, g(-:0)/a- denotes the 
spectral density corresponding to the variogram 2-y( :0). It is not hard to check that the generated 
process {Z{-)} has mean zero and variogram for any u, and its finite dimensional distri­
butions have Gaussian limits as u oc. We used u = 3000 for the piecewise linear variogram 
model and u = 10000 for the exponential variogram model. The larger value of u was employed 
in the exponential case because of the slower rate of convergence of the generated process to nor­
mality under the exponential variogram model. For the generic variogram estimator, we chose the 
MME of Matheron (1962) defined by (3.5) with = 0 ( since the mean of Zf ) is assumed to be 
zero here). Also, for the WLS estimators, we used the weights suggested by Cressie (1985), given by 
^•.(0) = (rar0(7(/i,))-'. / = 1 /v. 
For each combination of factors, we carried out .3000 simulation runs to find the bias and the 
variance of the LSEs. The results of the simulation study are summarized Figures 4.1 -4.2 and in Tables 
4.1-4.4. We selected 6 = (0.05. L.O) and 9 = (1.0. o.O) ( referred to as LI and L2. respectively, in 
the tables) as the parameter values for the piecewise linear variogram model with the constant m = 10. 
and the values 0 = (10.0.0.o) (El) and 9 = (10.0. l.O) (E2) for the exponential variogram model. 
In both figures, the true variogram is shown in terms of dotted lines. Figure 4.1 shows that even at 
samples of size .V = .")0. the variograms fitted by the OLS method is very close to true variogram in 
the K = q case. Figure 4.2 provides some insight into the accuracy of the OLS method as the sample 
size increases. 
A more detailed comparison of the OLS, GLS, and WLS estimators is carried out in Tables 4.1 -4.4. 
Under each combination of parameter values, the first column corresponds to the means and standard 
deviations (within parentheses) of the LSEs of 6q and the second column gives the corresponding 
values for the LSEs of We make the following observations that conform with the theoretical 
results presented in the previous sections. 
1 ] The results show that for the K = q case, the OLS and WLS estimators compare very favorably 
with the GLS estimators down to samples of size 50 for the piecewise linear variogram parameters, and 
down to samples of size 100 for the parameter B2 under the exponential variogram model. 
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2] The parameter under the exponential variogram model is harder to estimate for smaller values of 
which takes the point (^i - 0>)' closer to the boundary of the parameter space. None of the LSEs of 
Oi is accurate in both the cases K = q and K > q when the sample size is less than 500. This case 
arises in the situation estimating the sill parameter Ox and the range parameter Oy simulataneously. 
As an illustrative example, we consider the case K = 1 and 9i is a very small positive number. In 
this case, '2-y(h:d) ~ '10x62\h\ and our LSEs are obtained by minimizing — 'liih))-. From 
these we can see 9x is proportional to the reciprocal value of 6-2 which is expected to be very small. 
This causes numerical instabiity. To avoid this problem, sufficiently large lag value h is recommended 
to use so that is not very small. 
3] Except for very small sample sizes, the GLS has the best performance in the case A' > q ,  as 
indicated by the theory. However, the difference in its performance under the two cases K = 1 and 
[\ = o is not very significant. 
4] The difference among the LSEs disappear rapidly as the sample size becomes large. Furthermore, 
in K = q cases, all the LSEs compared here give nearly the same results. Taking into account the 
computational effort involved with the GLS method, using the OLS method with K = q lag values 
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(b) Exponential vanogram(E2). K^. N=oO 
Figure 4.1; Comparison of OLS and GLS at sample size 50 
true I 
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(b) Exponential vanogram(E2).K=5 
Figure 4.2: Comparison of OLS at different sample sizes 
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Table 4.1; For piecewise linear variogram model. K =  2 case. 














0.1307(0.0318). 0.9934( 0.0602) 
0.1307(0.0318). 0.9760(0.0541) 
1.2046( 1.42251. 5.1625( 2.0900) 
1.2046( 1.4225). 5.1246( 1.9682) 


















0.9965(0.3291). 5.0181 (0.3002) 
Table 4.2: For piecewise linear variogram model. I\ = 5 case. 
















1.5546( 2.6171). 5.1352(3.0327) 
1.2152( 1.3479). 5.1809(2.1812) 




















Table 4.3: For Exponential variogram model, K =  2 case. 




44.853(12668.0). 0.6369( 2.1934) 
47.774( 15434.0). 0.6298( 1.7948) 
64.043(35877.4).0.6378( 2.2522) 
16.678( 1951.6). 2.6596(56.4906) 
17.506( 3022.0). 2.7950(61.8699) 




22.1487(3135.2). 0.5334{ 0.4428) 
22.4044(3295.2).0.5276( 0.1730) 
27.0658(7891.4).0.5342( 0.5094) 
1 1.1733( 17.67). L3443( 8.9823) 
II.1734( 17.67). 1.4227(14.0476) 





10.6314( 7.8233). 0.5053(0.02009) 
10.6315(7.8227). 0.5053(0.02009) 






10.2491 (2.8684). 0.5045(0.00989) 
10.2491 (2.8684). 0.5045(0.00989) 




Table 4.4: For Exponential variogram model. f\ = o case. 




16.0574(2993.6). 0.5675( 0.4760) 
17.4970(3498.0). 0.5450( 0.1052) 
I3.0505( 199.6). 0.5261(0.4886) 
1 1 . 1 1  I K  1 4 . 0 8 ) .  1 . 5 0 6 0 ( 1 4 . 2 5 3 6 )  
11.1056( 11.58). 1.4810(23.1871) 






11.1838( 15.547). 0.5064(0.03710) 
t0.4135( 4.789). 1.0823(1.22402) 
10.4444( 4.668). 1.0676(1.36732) 




10.1622( 1.8652). 0.5064(0.00833) 
10.1777(2.0064). 0.5049(0.00759) 














5 BOOTSTRAP BASED GENERALIZED LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATORS 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters, we studied properties of variogram parameter estimators. The properties 
of LSEs greatly depend on the covariance matrix of the generic nonparametric variogram estimators. In 
chapter 4. we have shown that GLS, which uses the inverse matrix of the true covariance matrix as its 
weighting matrix has better statistical performance than OLS. In chapter 3. we derived the closed form 
of covariance matrices of Matheron's variogram estimators under the assumptions on the 4-th order 
cumulant terms. 
In general, the form of the covariance matrix of generic variogram estimators is not known. Even 
when we use Matheron's variogram estimators, the covariance matrices are known only under relatively 
strong assumptions. Moreover, because the covariance function has complicated form w.r.t. parameters 
to be estimated, even in the case of Matheron's variogram estimator, the numerical step to calculate 
GLS with the known covariance matrix is a very difficult problem in practice, except when the number 
of parameters is quite small. Primarily because of this reason. OLS and WLS have had popularity in 
variogram parameter estimation. 
The purpose of this chapter is to derive an estimator which is simply calculated as easily as OLS 
and has good statistical performance as much as GLS. under less restrictive model assumptions. We 
establish bootstrap based GLS (BGLS) which uses the bootstrap covariance matrix instead of real co-
variance matrix. We show the asymptotic efficiency of BGLS for the Matheron's variogram estimators 
and we review the properties of BGLS in finite sample cases by simulation studies. In this chapter we 
assume the stationarity of the underlying process instead of intrinsic stationarity and two more condi­
tions related to the moment and mixing coefficient of the underlying random field is assumed instead 
of Gaussianity or the condition on the 4-th order cumulant terms. 
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5.2 Bootstrap 
5^.1 Bootstrap on i.i.d. sample 
In statistics, there are two important topics dealing with opposite direction of a mechanism, namely, 
sampling and estimation. Sampling generates a sample from the population, and estimation generates 
the (estimated) population from a sample. The populaiton is usually described parametrically in math­
ematical modeling, say. P(9). A statistic is an appropriately defined function on the set of all possible 
sample paths. A statistic gives a (point) estimate of the population parameter 0. The characteristic of 
a statistic T is mainly described by the sampling distribution of the statistic. Ce(T). As an example, 
suppose X  =  (.Vi Vm) is a random sample from the Bernoulli distribution with parameter 9. 
Then, the sample mean T  =  .Vm is an estimator of the parameter 9  and the distribution Cd (X m ) has 
mean 9 and variance 9{ 1 - 9)/m . In statistical inference and interval estimation, we need to know the 
quantilesof . orthequantileof Cd(S) where 5 = {T-9)/sd(T). and s(l(T) is the standard 
deviaionof T .  However in most of real situations, C e ( T - 9 )  and C g ( S )  also depend on the parameter 
0  ,  t o  b e  e s t i m a t e d ,  a s  w e l l  a s  o n  C e ( T ] .  A s  a  s o l u t i o n  o f  t h i s  p r o b l e m ,  w e  u s e  C Q [ T  -  9 )  o r  C g { S )  
i n s t e a d  o f  C g ( T  —  9 )  o r  £ ^ ( 5 ) .  W h e n  t h e  f o r m  o f  t h e  f u n c t i o n  £ 5 ( - )  w . r . t .  9  i s  k n o w n ,  C g ( T  —  9 )  
and £^(5) areeasily obtained by substituting the estimate 6 of the parameter 9 in place of the param­
eter 0. When the statistic T has a relatively complicated form, e.g. T = g(X^) for a smooth function 
g{-), and the form of the function Ce{T — 9) or Ce{S) w.r.t. 9 is not known, the delta method has 
been used. The delta method uses the approximate relation, 5r(.\'m) — g(lJ^) + ~ /') where 
£'(.Vm) = t-i. g ( ^ l )  = 9 .  We get the estimated sampling distribution C Q { T  —  9 )  from — //) 
using the approximate relation C g [ T  - 9 )  ~  £9( < / ' ( / / ) {  .V^ —  /i)) •  
A more automatic and more widely applicable alternative, which was named the bootstrap, was 
suggested by Efron (1979). The basic idea of bootstrap is getting by generating simulated 
sample paths X '  =  •  •  •  .  ,  /  =  I B  from the emulated population P .  or P ( 9 )  in 
parametric situation. Since each simulated sample path gives a value of simulated statistic, say T ' ,  a 
l a r g e  n u m b e r  o f  s i m u l a t e d  s a m p l e  p a t h s  g e n e r a t e s  a  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  T ' ,  s a y  C { T ' ) .  
In generating C { T ' ) ,  sampling processes occur twice. One is the original sampling process which 
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picks up the sample from the population, and another is the resampling process which generates A ' 
from P. or P(0). Since the distribution Cd(T — 8) which is to be compared with T-0 is generated 
by a one-time sampling process from the (original) population P. or P{9), Co{T — d) is reasonably 
approximated by CT{T' — T) rather than by C{T' — 6), where CT(T' — T) is the conditional 
distribution of T' - T conditional on T. or equivalently, given X = (A'l. • • • . A'^). In the same 
w a y ,  C d { S )  i s  a p p r o x i m a t e d  b y  C T { S ' )  w h e r e  5 '  =  { T '  -  T ) / S D { T ' ) .  
The estimated distributions C j i T '  —  T )  and are kinds of random measures because they 
depend on the sample X  .  Bickel and Freedman (1981) showed the convergences of C j i T '  -  T )  and 
to C$(T-d) and CoiS) for the case when T is a von Mises functional or a quantile process, 
by using the contraction property of Mallows distance. Efron (1981.1982,1985.1987) and Efron and 
Tibshirani (1986) suggested the bias corrected method (BC) and the accelerated bias corrected method 
(ABC) to improve the inaccuracy problem that occured in applying bootstrap method in comparing 
T — d and CT(T - T') instead of Cr(T' — T) (ref Hall, 1988). 
Bootstrap has two main parts, emulation of the population from a sample (emulation step) and 
simulation of sample paths from the emulated population (simulation step). Figure 5.1. shows the 
mechanism of bootstrap. Most of the variants of bootstrap methods are attained by adopting different 
emulation-step or simulation-step according to the situations where they are applied. 
The terminology, emulation is composed to stand for a little larger concept than estimation. Estim-
tion aims to know the population, but emulation aims to generate (estimated) population. In parametric 
situation, estimation means the emulation. 
simulation 
emulation 
J sampling set of sampj \ D a t h s ^  
> 
cm 
Figure 5.1: Mechanism of bootstrap 
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The most commonly used emulation method in nonpanunetric situation is generating infinite size pop­
ulation having the same population distribution as the empirical distribution function of the sample. 
Permutation tests or randomization tests such as Fisher's exact test generates the population of the 
same size as the sample size. 
Because the simulation step is the procedure imitating the original sampling process, most of the 
bootstrap variants adopt the same sampling scheme with the original sampling process. If the sample 
was taken by without-replacement sampling scheme or sequential sampling scheme, the resampling is 
also done by without-replacement scheme or sequential scheme. Permutation test is a kind of bootstrap 
method using without-replacement sampling scheme from the emulated population of the same size 
with the sample. The Fisher's exact test is equivalent to the bootstrap test assuming a finite population 
model and without-replacement sampling scheme for the statistic, T = /(A', • >', = I). For the 
following 2 X 2 contingency table w.r.t. categories .4o. .-li and BQ. Bi, we simulate the two popula­
tions with samples {.Vi V,3} and {V'l >'1.5} such that .V.. \\ € {0. 1} / = 1 13. 
II.=i and >'. = T. 
Table 5.1: A 2 x  2 contingency table 
.-lo -li Total 
Bo 3 5 8 
Bx 3 2 5 
Total 6 7 13 
Jackknife method introduced by Quenouille (1956) and Tukey (1958) adopts a little different simu­
lation step. Jackknife systematically generates the simulated sample paths by dropping one observation 
at a time. Thus, jackknife method uses only m simulated sample paths and a slightly modified evalu­
ation of CT{T' - T). In deleted-d jackknife method, a generalized version of the standard jackknife 
deleting d, (1 < d < {ni - 1)) observations at once, bias estimator bj and variance estimator cj of 
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T are given as 
b j = ' ^ ^  E T ( T - - T ) .  
v j  =  V a r T i T '  -  T ) .  
where £"> {•) and V a r r ( - )  are the conditional expectation and variance when T  or (A'l V,„) 
is given (ref. Shao and Tu. 1995). 
If the population has a distribution /\, (•). then (F~'(( i ).-••. F~'(t m)) has the same distri­
bution as a ramdom sample X = (A'l. • • • . A'^) from the population when f- • .ni are 
i.i.d. uniform (0,1) random variables and F~^{y) = inf{x : F(x) > y} for y € (0.1). A sim­
ulated random sample (A'l". • • • . .V^) from the emulated population P has the same distribution as 
(F^(L\). • • . FJ^(i'm)) where Fx(-) is the empirical distribution function based on the sample 
X; That is, Fx(x) = KX , < x). In this view point, bootstrap is considered as a simulation 
process to approximate the distribution of (F^ (f i). • • • . F^ iC'm)). and eventually the distribution 
of the statistic T using (F^^ [L'l). • • • . F^Ui'm)) • The meaning of F'^^(i',) . / = I. •••.») is 
to assign a random weight to each observation. A't. - - • when the size of the emulated popula­
tion is infinite, or the (re)sampling uses with-replacement scheme. This random weighting concept is 
used in formalizing Bayesian bootstrap by Rubin (1981). When denotes the /-th order statistic of 
to t m and f'o = O.f'm = I. Bayesian bootstrap assigns the random weights a\ = 
i  =  1 m -f 1 to the observations, to approximate the posterior distribution of d - d  .  The Bayesian 
bootstrap gives consistent estimator of the posterior distribution under the bootstrap prior. 
-v., A'>, 
'3 
Figure 5.2: Features of a sample 
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There are three main informative features in a sample. They are the values, the weights and the 
structure. The values mean simply the observed values of a sample and the weights mean the relative 
importance of observations in the sample. The weights for observations in a sample are equal to each 
other in simple random sampling, but different in stratified sampling. The structure means relation 
among the observations in a sample. As an example, the correlation between observations may differ 
according to the sampling index in a time series data. Those features are depicted in Figure 5.2. The 
square boxes in the figure mean frames on which the weights are assigned, the circles inside boxes are 
the values and the structure is shown as the connecting lines between boxes. 
In the bootstrap with i.i.d. sample, the emulation step generates the emulated population by re­
moving the constraints of the weight feature and the structure feature given in the sample. Emulated 
population is obtained by applying various weights to the values given in the sample and by perturbing 
the structure. However, in the bootstrap with a sample taken from a stationary process, the structure 
can not be neglected because of dependence between observations. The bootstrap method applicable 
to the samples taken from stationary processes is explained in the next section. 
5.2.2 Bootstrap and subsampiing on stationary processes 
Applying bootstrap method to specific models dealing with dependent data has been tried in vari­
ous situations. Freedman (1984) applied bootstrap method to estimate the distribution of the estimated 
coefficients in a dynamic model with serially correlated disturbance term, by using i.i.d. innovations. 
Carlstein used subseries (1986a) to estimate the variance in a strictly stationary Q-mixing sequence, 
and Athreya and Fuh (1992) applied bootstrap to estimate the distribution of normalized probability 
transition matrix in Markov chain model by using i.i.d. cycle. Even earlier than the proposal of boot­
strap method by Efron (1979), Amemiya (1973) used a kind of bootstrap method in estimating the 
autocovariance matrix of residuals in a regression model having residual following a mixed ARMA 
process. 
More general approaches to applying bootstrap to dependent data from stationary process were 
shown in Carlstein (1986b), Kiinsch (1989) and Liu and Singh (1992). Kiinsch (1989) suggested a 
moving block bootstrap method which emulate the 6-dimensional marginal distribution of the popula­
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tion by the bootstrap 6-dimensional marginal, 
r 
j  =  l  t = S j  +  l  
where S,j denotes the point mass at y 6 , Si. • • • . 5r are i.i.d. uniform on {0. 1. • • • . (rn — r/ — 
/ -f 1)} for integer / and r such that I • r = m - b + I . The method suggested by Liu and Singh 
(1992) is to approximate the sampling distribution of ^/m {T — 0). by the conditional distribution of 
\/rb (T' - T) under the condition of given T. when I = r-b and T' means the value of statistic T for 
the simulated sample path (A','. • • • . Xf) which is constituted with ramdomly selected r-component 
blocks of size b. 
To apply moving block bootstrap in the spatial case, suppose that the statistic T  =  T { A )  of interest 
is well defined as a function of a part of observed data {Z(s) : s 6 £^(.-l)} for any subset A of the 
set of sampling points R. Define the collection of spatial subregions (or blocks) 
R j  £ = i • c, t  X iR q. 0  <  <  A/ .  
for I 6 /„ = {i G Z'' : i • + A;(--7. 7]'^ C R,i} and A( = A,(„) < A„ such that -x: and 
X i / X n  ^ 0 as n ^ oc. Next select R'^ -7 = 1 r by random sampling from {/?; j : i € /n }• 
Then the distribution of \/y7i{T(Rn) - T{R.y^)} is approximated by the distribution of 
v/TITin U /?-•) - r(/?.)} 
J = l 
under the condition { Z ( s )  :  s  £  D { R n ) }  is given. 
The argument, R'^ in T{-) stands for the moving block, { Z ( s )  :  s  €  D { R ' ^ ) }  ,  i  €  I  •  
When we consider only the set of disjoint sampling regions {/?,£: i G /•}, for some I q  C  f .  
as the possible candidates of /?' • , _/ = I. • • • . r , the bootstrap method is called nonoverlapping i . t j  
block bootstrap. Examples of overlapping blocks and nonoverlapping blocks are depicted in Figure 
5.3. Carlstein (1986b) and Sherman and Carlstein (1994) considered subsampling method which is 
equivalent to the moving block bootstrap in the case r = 1 . The subsampling method enable us not 
to consider the problem of tessellation of /?' • , j = 1. • • - . r in spatial situation. Here, we adopted i . i j  
subsampling method of Lahiri et al. (1996), who considered subsampling method to give an error 
bound of spatial cumulative distribution functions. The effects of block size, say A;, in moving block 
Figure 5.3: Examples of overlapping blocks (left) and nonoverlapping blocks (right). 
bootstrap were investigated by Hall, Horowitz and Jing (1995) and Hall and Jing (1996). In time series 
1 /3  
situation, A„ order was recommended to give optimal block length balancing error-about-the-mean 
against bias. 
5.3 Bootsrap based GLS 
The variogram estimator 27( ) depends on the sampling region /?„- To denote the dependency 
more explicitly we will use 2-y(-:Rn) instead of the notation '2-y^(-) which we have used in the 
p r e v i o u s  c h a p t e r s .  A s  b e f o r e ,  2 - y ( : / ? n )  a l s o  m e a n s  a  v e c t o r  w h o s e  e l e m e n t s  a r e  ' l - y l h :  R n ) .  h  €  ^ / a "  
in the order of h in //^. In the previous chapters we investigated the limiting properties of the LSE's 
defined as the quantity minimizing the quadratic form with various weighting matrix V(d ) and defind 
the condition asymptotically efficient which means the LSE d n( V ) has the same limiting variance 
as the case of 9 „(!!"'). where E{d ) is defined as the limit of the normalized covariance matrix of 
l!n(0 ) with respect to n, where 
^ n i O )  
' • J  
= .\'n CovQ (27(/I.:/?n).2-y(/ij:/?a)) 
for h,. hj € //k - The asymptotic GLS estimator 0 will be abbreviated as 0 „ in the fol­
lowing for simplicity. By extending the concept of LSE, we define the BGLS. 0 as the argument 
minimizing 0 ), when is the bootstrap estimator of the covariance matrix of x/]V^-27„. 
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Note that we can write the { i . j )  - th elements of the bootstrapcovariance matrix S;;, say j, as 
follows; 
for h , . h j  G H k , where R i ^ ) . i  G  l . J =  I /v. and L n  = |D(A(/?o)|. the size of 
the set D(A//?o) . 
In the next, we describe the conditions on the underlying process. The conditions are used to 
guarantee that the BGLS, 9 works properly. 
CONDITIONS : 
[5.1] £"1 Z( 0 )  < 5c, for some > 0 and an integer p > I (to be specified later). 
[5.2] sup,, A-{a(A,-A,i: A,()}^ < :x: for some 6 > 0. 
Condition [5.1 ] is on the moment of the underlying process and condition [5.2] is a constraint on strong 
mixing coefficient n. We need those conditions in the following theorem which tells the convergence 
in probability of bootstrap covariance matrix of variogram estimators. 
Lemma 5.1. Let the processes j be defined as a function of the sample { Z ( t )  :  t  €  D(/?, j)}. 
That is. j = g({Z[t) : t G j)}), i € /, for some (measurable) function </(•). If £"(>; £) = 0 . 
the condition [5.1] is satisfied for some p so that £"1 V, ^ < oc , (<> > 0). z € / for all large /, 
and [5.2] is satisfied, then 
P-J,., = • ( iTj  E  -  ( |^  E T-
Proof. We define some symbols here before going on. Let 
B { j )  =  { i e / :  i c n  € ;U/(j + (0. I]"^)}. 
J € ./ = { j  e  Z ' '  :  B ( j )  #  o } .  
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and \B\  =  max{|B(j)| : j G ./}. Then \ .J \  = 0((^)''). and |B| = 0((;^)''). The summation of the 
cross product terms of Vj j's between blocks are defined as, 
^  ( j  I  •  3  2 )  =  X I  X I  ^  / . I  I  ^  ' i j  •  
i i € S ( i i ) « 2 6 f l ( j \ )  
Hence. 
<  \ B \ ' [ E \  Y ] o  1-+-^")'^. V j \ . j ,  €  J . S  >  0. 
We need to note, for j,. jy € •/ satisfying ||ji — jj|| > k- • 3A;. 
<  c o n . s / • | 5 | - a ( ( 3 A - - 7 ) A , . A / ) ( £ - |  V ^  o i ' ^ O ^ -
for some S  > 0. Let the sets J i  and J y  be defined as ./i(j) = {jq : ||jo ~ ill < J i i j )  =  
{jo : Ilio - JII > "Then, 
^(Eni)' = '^(E E ><.i) = E E 
j \ € J  J . > € . / ) ( J  1 )  
< ron..f • |./||B|-(l + • {o((;U- - 7)A,. A/)}3Tt) (e| V,.o ^ 
^ A.=3 
= o((^r') .  •  
^ n 
For the identically distributed random variables A'l with mean 0 and finite second mo­
ment. the variance of the .V i +A'2+...+A'^ is O (m) if the random variables are pairwise independent 
and O(m-) in general case. In lemma 5.1. 0(m) is obtained from the condition [5.2] on ci-mixing 
coefficients. 
Theorem 5.2. Under the conditions [5.1] with p = -i and [5.2]. if A/(„) = o(A^ i), then. 
V _i.P V i;(0 o) as n -> oc. (5.2) 
Proof. It is enough to show —j-p(0o)]j.j- as n oc just for i = 1. J = 2 case. When we 
use the notation i = jj i - E-y^ t € L j = 1.2, for simplicity. Then. (5.1) is rewritten as 
P J i . 2  =  '^Ln • - (jTj E (jTj E }• 
t e i n  t e l n  
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The limit value of the expectation of the first term in RHS of (5.3) is given as 
t e l n  
as « —> oc. Because 
L n  •  £"H7i.n.>.i) = CoVQ (2^', j. 27.^ £) 
= Lr, CovQ ^{•27(/ii: )}. {27(/i2: /?, jj - l-yihi-.O )}j. 
of which limit value w.r.t. n is given as p(0)]i.2 as n goes to oc in theorem 4.5. For the variance 
of the term, we have 
Y.  ^ •  { t u [ )  S i e / n  
' " i e i n  
The terms. satisfy the conditions on ^ in 
lemmaS.l. E { ^ ^ - ) = 0 . j =  1.2. E ( i  =  0  , 3 i n d  
£ " 1 1 ' ^ '  <  2 ^ ^ ^  £ - | 1 ' ^ ' -  ( 5 . 4 )  
For large /, there exists a positive constant Co such that the RHS of (5.4) is bounded by 
C o 2 - + ^ ' - £ - { ^  ^  { Z { s  +  h i )  -  Z { s ) ) - { Z ( h 2 ) - Z ( 0 ) ) - y ^ \  
" seDi 
Thus, for all large I: that is for all large n, 
< Co (^) • Y ,  +  h i )  -  Z { s ) } - { Z ( h - , }  -  Z ( 0 ) } - y ^ \  
"  S € D ,  
< const • E\Z{0) 1'^+'"' < oc. 
For the term (f'Yiiji'ji-
< const • E\ Z(0) < 3C. 
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In the same way, £"1 (£"7, i 1'^"^ < Therefore. 
ie/r. 
\_ 
The RHS of (5.5) goes to 0 as n goes to oc, under the condition A((„) = o( A„ ^). We see that 
T- • ' ' • • ) ' "  T- ^  
i e i n  i e i r ,  
as « -> oc because £"(7^ j) = 0 and £"(7^ j)- < oc for j  =  1.2. • 
In the definition of LSEs in (4.1). the in-between matrix is usually given as a inverse form of 
covariance matrix. We need the following lemma which is related to the convergence in probability of 
bootstrap covariance matrix is still conserved in its inverse matrix case. 
Lemma 5.3. If converges in probability to a positive definite matrix '^{9 0) as nthen 
( > )  i i ^ r ' i i  = O p ( i ) .  
(ii) (i:(0o))~'as n->• DC. 
Proof. To prove part (i). we need to say first 1!(0 0) is equivalent to - H{6 o)|! 0, as 
n -T oc. with a matrix norm || • || (ref. Schott.1997). Hence, there exists a subsequence } such that 
- 11(0 0) II —> 0 almost surely (a.s.) as _/ —> oc . Therefore. 
3 j o  suchthat  | | i : (0  0 )" ' | | | | i : ;^  -  o) | |  <  1-  ^  J  >  J o -
since 11(0 0)  is positive definite. Thus, for all large J. we get the condition 
11/ - E(0o)-'^;j| < ||S(0o)-'||||i:(0o) - 3:;j| < i. 
which implies. 
X. 
= ^ + E (5.7) 
k=l  




11^:; ~'|l < (5.8) 
For the term in the denominator of (5.8), 
< ||r(0o)-'||||^;, -S(0o)|| 0 a.s. 
Part (i) follows from this. To prove part (ii), it is enough to say that 
-  E ( 0 o ) - ' i i  <  i i i r ' i i i i ^ ( 0 o )  -  ) - ' i i .  
because 
-1 ; (0o) | |  o  as«-^cc .  •  
As a consequence of previous theorem 5.2 and lemma 5.3, we have the following theorem. The first 
part of the theorem tells the consistency of BGLS and the second part tells the asymptotic efficiency of 
BGLS. We need to note that the asymptotic covariance matrix of BGLS exactly coincides with that of 
GLS, that is when V = S"'. 
Theorem 5.4. Assume the condition [5.1 ] with /» = 4. and [5.2]. Then as n goes to x;, 
(i) under the conditions [4.1 ]-[4.3] with .s = r = 0 . 
9  n  9  Q .  as n —)• 3c. (5.9) 
(ii) under the conditions [4.1]-[4.3] with .s = r = 1, 
•  ( 9 -  9  o) . \(O. B { 9 q ) ^  as «  ^oc. (5.10) 
where B { 9 )  =  (T' l i - ' r ) " ' .  
Proof. Since (I](0o))~' as ra —> oc and is positive definite. 
2-r —27(:0o) —0 implies 0. From the definition of 0the minimizer of 
Q n i ^ — ' . 9 l  
Qn{^n-'.9'J<Qn(K-'.9o). (5.11) 
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By the triangle inequality, 
{ Q ( E ; - ' . 0 ; ) } '  <  +  ( 5 . I 2 )  
where 
=  ( 2 7 ( : 0 ; )  - 2 7 ( : 0 O ) ) ' ^ ; - ' ( 2 7 ( : 0 ; )  - • 2 7 ( : 0 O ) ) .  
Now 2 - y  —  ' 2 f { : 6 o )  —0 implies 0. Hence, it follows that d \  ho­
using the same reason as in theorem 4.1. Part (ii) is a version of theorem 4.2 for d instead of 0 ^ 
and we only need to say (4.8) and (4.9) in theorem 4.2 still hold in the case of 0 The followings are 
the counterparts of (4.8) and (4.9) for this case. 
e = e :  00 
2(r(0; ) ) ' {S , . (0 ; ) ) - '  •  +  r (0; ) (0;  -00) )  =o .  
The result follows. • 
5.4 Simulation 
We tested the superiority of BGLS by simulation study in finite sample cases. We compared BGLS 
and bootstrap based WLS (BWLS) with OLS, Cressie's WLS (CWLS), WLS with true covariance 
matrix (TWLS) and GLS with true covariance matrix (TGLS) when the underlying process Z(-) is 
Gaussian process with constant mean. BWLS is a bootstrap version of WLS, which uses standard devi­
ations of variogram estimators evaluated by the bootstrap method as its inverse weighting coefficients. 
TWLS and TGLS use true standard deviations and true covariance matrix for their inverse weighting 
coefficients and inverse weighting matrix, respectively. Because the covariances between variogram 
estimators are fiinctions of variogram parameters as shown in chapter 3. the (original) GLS requires 
general nonlinear minimizing procedure which is not quite numerically efficient and not quite stable, 
especially for multiparameter case with constraint parameter space. To evaluate the properties of GLS 
in this simulation, we used TGLS instead of GLS itself. TWTS and TGLS are available only in simu­
lation study, and not in real cases because the true value of the parameters are unknown in real cases. 
TWLS, TGLS and BGLS require only nonlinear minimizing routine of nonlinear regression type such 
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as (modified) Gauss-Newton algorithm, which is faster and more stable than general nonlinear mini­
mizing routine. 
Two types of variogram models, G-model and E-model were adopted in this study. G-model is 
2-dimensional Gaussian variogram model 
• 2 y { h )  =  - M l  -  e x p { - ( 9 > \ h i \ '  +  9 : , \ h . \ ' ) ) ) .  
with parameters, 6 = [O-,. &:i) = (0.2. 0.3). (We reserved 9i to denote scale parameter only in the 
succeeding study.) E-model is also 2-dimensional exponential variogram model 
•27(/i) = 2( 1 - e.Kp(-(0-.>|/?i| -t-
with parameters, 6  =  (02-^^3) = (0.1.0.08). Trivially h  = ( h i . h > ]  is assumed here. The random 
fields were gemerated by the spectral method due to Shinozuka (1971) and Mejia and Rodriguez-Iturbe 
(1974), based on the formula 
U 
Z j s )  -  r r ( 0 )  y j ' l j u  y  ]  cos(n", s -|- o,). s £ (5.13) 
1=1 
where c t - { 0 )  = C ( 0 ) ,  are i.i.d. Uniform (--.-) random variables, and are i.i.d. 
random variables with probability density function C ( 0 ) / a - .  Here, C ( 0 ) / < t- denotes the spectral 
density corresponding to the variogram '2-f{-:9). It is not hard to check that the generated process 
{Z()} has mean zero and variogram 27(-: 0) forany h, and its finite dimensional distributions have 
Gaussian limits as « oc. Compared with other methods such as Cholesky decomposition method, 
the spectral method has advantage in generating large sample. To generate random field with more 
various isotropic variogram model, turning band method (TBM) was devised by Mantogiou and Wilson 
(1982) and Mantogiou (1987). An example simulated process was shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 for 
the cases of G-model and E-model. The covariance formula and ACVs for Matheron's variogram 
estimators in those variogram models were shown in example 3.1 and 3.5. 
Before testing the performances of LSEs, we checked the convergence of bootstrap covariance 
matrix, . of variogram estimators in a few cases. We considered three sample sizes, (6,6), (10,10) 
and (30,30), corresponding to the cases = { { i . j )  :  i . j  = -2 3}, = { ( i . j )  :  i . j  =  
—1 o} and D j i  = { ( i - J )  :  i . j  =  -14 15} respectively. For those sample sizes, bootstrap 
block sizes (3,3), (4,4) and (8,8) were considered respectively. 
Model variogram(Contour plot) 
Simulated process((Contour plot) 
Sample vahogram(Contour plot) 
(9m7ii 
Figure 5.4: Surfaces of G-model. 0 = (0.2.0.3) 
Model variogram (top); Simulated process (middle); Variogram estimators (bottom). 
Model variogram(Contour plot) 




-5 6 O T O  
Sample vanogram(Contour plot) 
747 o o 
0 2 4 6 8 to t2 
o o 
Figure 5.5: Surfaces of E-model, 0 = (0.1.0.08) 
Model variogram (top); Simulated process (middle); Variogram estimators (bottom). 
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Table 5.2 shows the averaged results of bootstrap covariance matrices of variogram estimators from 
3000 repeated simulations. We can see the convergences of bootstrap covariance matrices to ACVs 
as sample size (SS) and block size (BS) go to large vlaues. The rate of convergence of G-model is 
faster than that of E-model because G-model has shorter dependence range than E-model. We need to 
note that although the covariance matrices looks very different with the ACV in E-model even in the 
very large sample size (30.30), the correlation matrices are very similar. At sample size (30.30) the 
correlation matirix in E-model. 
^ 1.000000 0.060048 0.7(j95S;{ 
0.0600-t.S 1.000000 0.595 IfiO 
0.769583 0.595160 1.000000 y 
seems to be a good approximation to the asymptotic correlation matrix. 
' 1.000000 0.023814 0.80i:};}4 ^ 
0.02;}814 1.000000 0.586009 
^ 0.801:3:34 0.586009 1.000000 y 
Table 5.3 shows the averaged value of 3000 times simulation iteration for LSEs. Just behind each 
averaged mean, corresponding m.s.e. is shown in parenthesis. To consider non-square type sampling 
region and (10.30) sample size is tested and non-square type bootstrap block (4.6) is also considered. 
In the table BGLS is overall better than any other LSEs except TGLS, and BGLS has nearly same 
mean squared error with TGLS as we expected by theory in previous section. Notably. BWLS also 
works better than OLS and CWLS in most of the cases regardless of sample size and variogram model. 
In small sample, BGLS is much better than the others and block size seems to have greater effect to 
BWLS and BGLS than in large sample. The block sizes (2,2) and (3.3) give quite different m.s.e's in 
sample size (6.6). For the non-square type sample of size (10.30), non-square type block (4.6) gives 
slightly better result than square type block (4,4). 
Figure 5.6 and Table 5.4 show the effect of bootstrap block sizes. To compare the difference 
more explicitly three 2-dimensional isotropic (in the sense of first norm) exponential variogram models 
having the parameter values 0.3, 0.1 and 0.03 were considered instead of G-model and E-model. In 
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this comparison, the variogram model is given as 
27(/i) = 2^1 - exp( - 9 { \ h i \  - h  l/zji)))-
The (30.30) sample size was selected for the simulation to allow enough range of block size. In the 
simulation only squared type blocks were considered. 
Table 5.2: Bootstrap Covariance matrices and asymptotic covariance (ACV) 
ss BS G-motlel E-model 
(6.6) (3.3) 
^ 0.-l.i;JJ6.5 0.00J952 0.117000 
0.00J952 1.149514 1.127439 
0.417000 1.127439 3.457972 ^ 
( 0.16-1213 -0.001050 0.168493 
-0.001050 0.131817 0.155786 
0.16.8493 0.155786 0.5218.39 j 
(10.10) (4.4) 
' 0.821609 0.04910.3 0.851056 ^ 
0.049103 1.499884 1.575184 
0.851056 1.575184 4.773314 ^ 
' 0.249239 0.002725 0.241957 1 
0.002725 0.156518 0.151 109 
0 .241957  0 .151409  0 .629345  j  
(30.30) (8.8) 
' 1.066777 0.346144 1.351492 
0.346144 1.948188 2.150753 
1.351492 2.150753 5.109166 y 
' 0.406588 0.018448 0.436986 
0.018448 0.2.32139 0.255354 
0.436986 0.255.354 0.792994 ^ 
ACV 
( 1.30744 1 0.680029 1.805354 
0.680029 2.718512 3.139840 
^ 1.805354 3.139840 6.481423 y 
^ 0.930192 0.015978 0.943201 ^ 
0.015978 0.48.3947 0.497516 
^ 0.943201 0.497516 1.489.390 y 
Figure 5.6 shows the coefficient of variations of m.s.e.'s evaluated by simulation in the range of lags 
from 2 to II. The more dependent (smaller value of 0 ) is the underlying process, the more fluctuated 
m.s.e. in the view points of coefficient of variation. This implies that we have to be careful when we 
choose block size for bootstrap of a sample taken from severely dependent process. 
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Table 5.3: Mean and m.s.e. of least square estimators (LSEs) 
G-model E-model 
ss LSEs BS («2 = 0.2. Sz = 0.3) (^2 = 0.1.  d-i - 0.08) 
(6.6) OLS 0.2162(0.02027) 0.3277(0.06486) 0.1020(0.00429) 0.0831(0.00258) 
CWLS 0.2195(0.01879) 0.3399(0.07098) 0.1029(0.00426) 0.0836(0.00247) 
TWLS 0 2134(0.01538) 0.3224(0.05364) 0.1019(0.00417) 0.0830(0.00240) 
TGLS 0.2131(0.01498) 0.3179(0.04695) 0.1020(0.00387) ().08.32(0.00231) 
BWLS (2.2) 0.2048(0.01505) 0.3087(0.05241) 0.0995(0.(X)379) 0.0803(0.00224) 
(3.3) 0.2023(0.01346) 0.2840(0.05296) 0.1004(0.00403) 0 0819(0.002.39) 
BGLS (2.2) 0.1885(0.014.30) 0.2723(0.03774) 0.0961(0.00344) 0.0776(0.00210) 
(.3.3) 0.1784(0.01271) 0.2557(0.05483) 0.0950(0.00357) 0.0780(0 (X)220) 
110.10) Ol^ 0 2025(0.00904) 0 3079(0.02027) (>.1004(0 00190) 0.0802(0()01 11) 
CWLS 0.2034(0 00787) 0.3126(0.02082) 0.1007(0.00186) 0.080.3(0.00106) 
TNVXS 0.2022(0 00762) 0.3067(0.01774) 0.1004(0.00187) 0.0802(0.00106) 
TGLS 0.2025(0.00731) 0.3060(0.01505) 0.1006(0.00173) 0.0803(0.00101) 
BWLS (3.3) 0.1996(000715) 0.300.3(0.01639) 0.1001(000186) 0.080.3(0.00108) 
(4.4) 0.1993(0.00767) 0.3007(0.01710) 0.1009(0.00182) 0.0800(0.00109) 
(4.6) 0.1988(0 00756) 0.2979(0.01587) 0.0999(0.00187) 0.0798(0.00105) 
BGLS (3.3) 0.1916(0.00714) 0.2886(0.01369) 0.0983(0.00170) 0.0787(0.00102) 
(4.4) 0 1901(0.00774) 0.2849(0.01338) 0.0985(0.00164) 0.0781(0.00103) 
(4.6) 0.1892(0.00784) 0.2828(0.01.395) 0.0963(0.00167) 0.0786(0.00103) 
(10. 30) OLS 0.2010(0.00474) 0.3022(0.00785) 0.1011(0.00103) 0.0798(0.00044) 
CWLS 0.2009(0.004.30) 0.3035(0.00762) 0.1012(0.00102) 0.0798(0.00042) 
TWLS 0.2005(0.00425) 0.3017(0.00724) 0.1011(0.00104) 0.0797(0.00042) 
TGLS 0.2003(0.00409) 0.3009(0.00642) 0.1007(0.00093) 0.0796(0.00039) 
BWLS (4.4) 0.1995(0 00429) 0.2994(0.00703) 0.0996(0.00100) 0.0798(0.00041) 
(4.6) 0 1993(0.00418) 0.2993(0.00685) 0.1009(0.00102) 0.0796(0.00042) 
BGLS (4.4) 0.1954(0.00433) 0.2924(0.00599) 0.0988(0.00091) 0.0792(0.00040) 
(4.6) 0.1949(0.00429) 0.2925(0.00588) 0.0995(0.00092) 0.0790(0 00041) 
(30.30) OLS 0.2011(0.00318) 0.3009(0.00429) 0.1000(0.00040) 0.0799(0.00026) 
CWLS 0.2011(0.00304) 0.3013(0.00420) 0.1000(0.00039) 0.0799(0.00025) 
TWLS 0.2010(0.00304) 0.3007(0.00414) 0.1000(0.00039) 0.0799(0.00026) 
TGLS 0.2009(0.00299) 0.3004(0.00394) 0.1001(0.00036) 0 0799(0.00024) 
BWLS (4.4) 0.2007(0.0030t) 0.2999(0.00408) 0.1005(0.00041) 0.0801(0.00026) 
(4.6) 0.1998(0.00308) 0.2996(0.00404) 0.1000(0.00039) 0.0798(0.00025) 
BGLS (4.4) 0.1990(0.00308) 0.2976(0.00379) 0.1002(0.00038) 0.0799(0.00025) 
(4.6) 0.1980(0.00312) 0.2969(0.00371) 0.0995(0.00036) 0.0796(0.00025) 
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2 4 6 a to 
Figure 5.6; Coefficients of variation of m.s.e. for different block sizes 
e = 0.:i(*):d = O.l(A);^ = 0.0:}(i) 
Table 5.4: Effect of block size, mean and m.s.e. 





D -- 0.0.J 
(2,2) 0.2916(0.001698) 0.0968(0.000427) 0.0287(0.000082) 
(3.3) 0.2911(0.001464) 0.0950(0.000417) 0.0281(0.000070) 
(4.4) 0.2905(0.001455) 0.0945(0.000359) 0.0279(0.000064) 
(5.5) 0.2900(0.001470) 0.0954(0.000356) 0.0274(0.000067) 
(6.6) 0.2891(0.001574) 0.0946(0.000330) 0.0279(0.000058) 
(7.7) 0.2909(0.001348) 0.0937(0.000354) 0.0276(0.000057) 
(8.8) 0.2881(0.001555) 0.0943(0.000364) 0.0271(0.000062) 
(9.9) 0.2892(0.001654) 0.0937(0.000335) 0.0274(0.000057) 
(10.10) 0.2905(0.001562) 0.0934(0.000368) 0.0271(0.000059) 
(11.11) 0.2890(0.001476) 0.0937(0.000340) 0.0273(0.000056) 
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6 BOOTSTRAP IN SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS 
6.1 Introduction 
We propose a bootstrap method for estimating the sampling distribution of randomly stopped max­
imum likelihood estimator (m.l.e.) of the parameters in an exponential family. The stopping rule is 
given as the form of repeated significant test (RST) on the linear hypotheses of the parameters. 
RST is a sequential version of likelihood ratio test. In usual likelihood ratio test, we use random 
sample V'l. • - • . Vj of fixed size and test hypothesis by comparing likelihood ratio \r and a critical 
value a which is determined by the sampling distribution of Xj. but the sample size T is not fixed 
in sequential sampling. In sequential sampling the sample size T is determined by the value of .V^ . 
According to the rule. T = inf{n > m : for positive values a and ni. The minimum 
required sample size, rii is commonly considered as a function of a and denoted by »?,,. T is also 
denoted by T,^ to represent the dependence on the value of a . The test performed by this sampling 
rule is called open ended test. In open ended test. E(T.,) may not have finite value in some cases. To 
avoid this problematic situation, we use a slightly different stopping time = niin(r,i. .\/,,) for some 
positive value . 
In maintenance theory and life time testing, the residual waiting time which is defined as the limit 
value of = \r^ - n w.r.t. a is at the center of interest (ref. Woodroofe,1982). It is known that 7,, 
and /?T are asymptotically independent and the standardized quantity of is asymptotically normally 
distributed w.r.t. a . The stopping time has the similar properties with appropriately defined and 
Ma . Woodroofe and Keener (1989) and Lai and Wang (1994) expanded the distribution of T,^. 
When the random sample >'[. • • •. > V are sequentially sampled, the m.l.e. of a parameter pertain­
ing to the distribution of V'l is the same with the fixed sample-size case, because the optional stopping 
theorem guarantees the irrelevance of the stopping rule and the form of m.l.e. 
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However, the distribution of m.l.e. varies depending on the stopping rule. In coin tossing example, 
let us consider the sequential stopping rule, T = inf{n > I : V; > 1} where . i = 
I. - n is the outcome of /-th tossing having values 1 for head or 0 for tail. The m.l.e. of the 
probability with which the head of the coin occurs is the sample mean Yj in the sequential case as 
well as in the fixed size sample case. The distribution VV is not the same in both cases. V V is 
biased in sequential sampling. This means that there might be a possibility that the m.l.e. using the 
sample collected by sequential sampling gives the different result with the case of fixed size sample. 
For normal case. Robbins (1959) suggested a stopping rule based on the sample variance, as a solution 
to give a independent stopping rule with the sample mean. The stopping rule of RST is not generally 
independent with the estimator of a parameter to be estimated. Although the bias of m.l.e. using the 
sample obtained by RST is degenerated to 0 and the distribution of the approximately standardized 
m.l.e. goes to normal as a goes to oc the bias can be a source of error in point estimation or interval 
estimation as the case shown in Siegmund (1978). 
We consider the bootstrap method to estimate the bias of m.l.e. due to RST. Bootstrap method 
is easily modified to sequential sampling by adopting sequential features in resampling procedures. 
Nonsequential resampling for sequentially collected sample collapses the effect of sequential sampling. 
In the coin tossing example, we can not estimate the bias of m.l.e. due to RST by the bootstrap method 
with nonsequential resampling scheme, because the nonsequential bootstrap estimator always gives the 
value 0. 
The effects and properties of sequential bootstrap which means the bootstrap using sequential re­
sampling scheme for sequentially collected sample is examined for RST. In RST. we assume multi­
parameter exponential family whose model and notations is described in section 6.2. In section 6.3. 
bias property of m.l.e. is discussed and a bootstrap method is proposed to estimate the bias of the 
estimator following RST. 
6.2 RST on exponential families 
RST for linear hypothesis on the distribution parameters of exponential family is described as 
follows (r«?/. Hu, 1988). Let be the i.i.d. random variables from the exponential family with the 
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density function. 
(I f < j j [ y )  -  - 7 ^ ( 2 / )  -  e x p { i j j ' y  -  f ( a ; ) )  .  y  €  .  u j  f i x  (6.1) 
where is a probability measure defined on (R^.S) and A{ } is a fx-field measure on (Rp.B) for 
Borel cr-field B on R'' and c(u}) is a real valued convex function defined on the natural parameter 
space 
Q = {uj e R'' : ! exp(a;'y)A{f/2/} < ^c} 
which is open. It is commonly assumed ( c f .  Lehmann. 1959) that f> is a convex subset of Rp and that 
c-(u>) is infinitely differentiable on fi. We can assume i.-(0) = 0 and Vc-(O) = 0 without loss of 
generality. 
The mean vector and the covariance matrix of >1 can be written in terms of partial derivatives of 
the function (.-(u?) with respect to the parameter u; = (wi. • • • .wp) . ZTa^CV't) = = V fiuj). 
— V-L-(u)) . The gradient notation V and Hessian notation V- means 
V(.-(u;) - (-—c-{-) 0 
U) la; )' 
and 
\ '-p. p 'uji •f 
UJ 




We assume all elements of and Huj are finite in a neighborhood of uj . The assumed null 
h y p o t h e s i s  i s  H q  :  u :  E  Q o  =  { . 1 0  :  0  6  R ' '  •  . 1 0  ^  w h e r e  . 4  i s  a  x  r /  m a t r i x  o f  r a n k  { A )  =  
q < p against the alternative hypothesis Hi : uj e q\qo • 
The log-likelihood ratio statistic .V„ is defined in terms of Kullback-Leibler measure ./(•. ). 
An = A(> 1. > >. • • • . Yri). 
n n 
= log(sup]T^,(y,)) - log(sup]T/u,(f/,)). 
=  n  •  . f { ^ v ^ J { Y n } . u : ( y r ^ ) ) .  (6.2) 
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where > is the sample mean of V'l. V'j. • • • . > „ and 
.J(ijjQ.oj) = (u> — a;o)'Vf(a;) - (c(u;) - f(u;o)). (6.3) 
a>(V'n) : m.l.e. of on Q. 
tju(^ri) : m.l.e. of u; on Qq. 
We assume is positive definite on Q. This implies the existence of the functioin aj( ) from 
Vi.-(f)) to Q such that = y by the implicit function theorem. cjo( ) is Qo-valued function 
satisfying .-l'( Vf(tjo) - u) = 0- Thus, u>o(V'^) give the m.l.e.'s of in Q and Qo. 
respectively. When we denote , ./(a)o(V'^).a;(>',i)) goes to ./(u;..u>) = 0 . By involing 
the constant . .V„ can be decomposed into the linear part and the remainder part E,n = \n— -''n 
where 
S,i - (oj -oj.)'«>'„ - n{c(u>) — L-(u:.)). (6.4) 
The linear part 5^ is the sum of i.i.d. random variables. That is Sn = A", where 
.V, =  ( o j  -  O J . ) ' } ]  -  ( c - ( c j )  - c-(aj«)) . / = 1 r i .  (6.5) 
The mean and variance of .V, are given as = •/('*'..<*') = (oj - - oj.) . All 
moments £'u;A"[(A- > 1) are finite in a neighborhood of a; because is open and f(aj) is infinitely 
differentiable on Q . The figure 6.1 shows the structure of the setting explained in this section. The 
following proposition is the well known properties of the function •/(}'„) = n)) -
Q Vc-(fi) 
Figure 6.1 ; Relation of symbols. 
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Proposition 6.1. For = «./(>'„), the following are satisfied 
(1) J ( u )  = /z > 0 on u; € ^\Q q. 
(2) ./( •) is twice continuously differentiable on a neighborhood of u. 
(3) ./(•) is convex function on V. 
(4) £"[./( < DC . for some f c  >  : i  . { k  >  6 ). 
The following conditions (CI )-(C6) which is supposed in Ara and Woodroofe (1993) are satisfied 
in our model. 
(CI) For all / € IRp , < oc and < dc for all A: > I. 
\ _ iL) + 
fo ' (C2) For 0 < ;o < // and some h  >  : i , (  h  >  6 )  
(C3) n  Pr{^„ < - n z i } for 0 < ; i < //. 
(C4) [im,5_^oi'Up^>, Pr{ma.\ I < Ar < nS\^n+k - sn| > ;} = 0 for all f > 0. 
(C5) There exist events .4,i, « = L.2 for which 
are uniformly inlegrable(\iA.). 
^ H Pr { .-I't} < 
ri=l 
•) 
max ifn+t • 7^4 . « > I are u.i. for a > -. (a > 2) k<n.  - r  •  n+k i  — _  .J  _  
(C6) (x/F^n-sn) has limiting joint distribution (ir.^) 
where U' has the normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance • 
6.3 Bias of m.I.e. following RST 
It is known that the distribution of m.I.e. depends on the stopping rule. In this section, we will see 
the bias of m.I.e. due to RST in collecting the sample. The following theorem shows the bias of sample 
mean for the sample collected by RST. 
Theorem 6.2. For u; € n\fio, as a oc . 
(i) a • £"uj(VTa - i^) -> • (a> - uj.). 
(ii) n  •  £"^{(>7-^ -  -  v ) ' }  -  a i . i Y .  =  0(1) 
Proof. Let = a • = £'a;{(<^ - a>.)' • • (VVa - '')(>Va - '^Y] • From the 
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definitions of the each symbol, we get 
•^Ta — a + R,^ = T.^ • f.1 + T^(u} — u},)'{YT^ — 0) + (6.6) 
a - t-iT^ = r, - (w -oj.j'fVVa - +Op(y/a). 
For a; € . we have {T,, • (V'r.. - i^)}. by Wald lemma. 
Thus, 
Buj.a = T,,) ( Y t „  -  U ] }  
= - la;.-I + o( I )-
Jind .-loj.a —' —cj • (uj — w.) as a -> oc . (i) directly follows this. 
To prove (ii), let's define .\/= m..s.e.(>'7-a) • a-• M = £aj{a"(VV,. - • By 
Wald lemma, 
E(jj{i.L-T.r(YT, - i/)(>ra -
Thus. 
f i K X I  -  a i l  •  =  l a  •  Eaj|(« - I^T.,)("^ ~ ~ 
The result follows that 
a - ^iTa = Ta • (uj - tu.l'CVVa - + Op(\A)- (6.7) 
and 6/rKs(yv„) = O(^) , {« + ^  ^-i)/("-^a) = 1 - (3p( l / y / a )  .  •  
The asymptotic distribution of , for a> € is given as follows. As a ^ oc . 
x/t; - w) .\p(0. (6.8) 
since 
In fixed size sampling, the sample mean V'„ is unbiased m.I.e. of i/ but the m.I.e. a>(y'„) of a; may 
be biased even in fixed size sampling. The following lemma shows the limit value of the biase of m.I.e. 
cj( V„) using fixed size sample V'l V'„ . 
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Lemma 6.3. In the distribution model and hypothesis explained in section 6.2, the m.I.e. 
using fixed size sample >'i has the asymptotic bias /3 = (.ii, • • • . .ip) w.r.t. sample size n . 
For u} e . n • EuiiujiVn) - (jJ) ^ (3 as n ^ -x , whereu>(-) = (i;i(-) and 
3 j  =  ^ ( t r a c e ( V - Z - j ( u )  •  V - v ( u } ) )  .  j  =  I  p .  
Proof. Let Q t . n i v )  = (^n - (^-1.^(77)) (>'„ - u )  and B ( c . r )  be an open ball with center c and 
radious r in Vc-(n). Consider the Taylor expansion of (•) ati/, 
JjjiYn) = wj(l/) + (V^-j(t/)) (V; - Qj.n(f) (6.9) 
for some r j  £  B ( u .  ||V'„ - u \ \ ] . By Weirestrass theorem, for || V,, - < t. there exists i7q, and rj, , 
in the closure of B(u.() such that 
Q j . n l V o . , )  <  Q j .n( r ) )  <  Q j .n( r i l J  
f o r  all T7 in the closure of B(u.t) . Thus. 
E < ^ { Q j . n ( r i Q _ , ) )  <  E ( ^ ( Q j , n { r ] ) )  <  ^ U j i Q j . n i V l . . ) )  
and 
E < ^ ( Q j . n i V , . , ) )  =  t r a c t ( v ' S ; j ( T ] ,  , )  •  E u ^ i i Y n  -  i > )  ( Y n  -  u ) ' } ^  
for i = 1. 2. Since V'„ —> u w.p. 1 as « —>• oc , 
^ U ) { Q j .n(V,.,}) -> as £ -J- 0. 
for i = 1.2. The result directly follows, because 
.ij = Eu:{S;j(Yr.)-S;jiu)}. • 
When the dimension of is I (i.e., p= I), the value of /3 is given as 
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and the absolute value of /3 is propotional to the curvature of the variance function £^(^i—i')" at the 
point u>. The bias of m.l.e. in sequential sampling in the sum of the original bias of the m.l.e. /3 and 
the bias due to the sequential features. To say more formally, we need conditions (C7)-{C9) on the two 
functions /it(-) and h-ii-). defined as hi{-) = /,(a;(-) — u;) and hyi-) = - u>)(a;(-) - a;)'/) 
for /i - /i € IR''. 
(C7) /j 1 (-) is twice continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of u . 
(C8) h yi') is four times continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of u. 
(C9) £"a;{supj.>[ i/2,(>t)r} < ^ for some r  > 2 ,  i  =  I. "2. 
Corollary 6.4. Under the condition (C7)-(C9), the bias of m.l.e. in the model given in section2 has 
t h e  a s y m p t o t i c  b i a s  w r i t t e n  i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  f o r  u j  €  0 \ n o  .  A s  a  — 5 c  ,  
(i) a  •  E u j i d i i V T a )  - u;) —>• (u? - oj.) -t- /i • /3. 
(ii) a • Eaj|(cj(VV,.) - u>)(a;(yV,.) - = 0( I) . 
Proof. It is clear from theorem 6.2 and (6.9) replaced by > V„ • instead of . 
The mean square error (m.s.e.) of the vector valued estimator uj is defined as 
and has the same expansion with the covariance Euj^(u! — Ecj((^)yj since m . s . e . { • )  =  
C o v ( - )  + 6/a.s(-)(6<fl.s(-))' and b i a . s { u } )  = . The crucial relationship (6.7) which is used in 
expanding the bias and m.s.e. of m.l.e. is also used in bootstrap cases. 
6.4 Bootstrap estimation 
Let be the bootstrap sample from the exponential family withtj(= ajXa)' 
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Similarly to section 2, we can define bootstrap log-likelihood ratio and decompose into and . 
a; = a(y;-) = n • jpo(v-;).^-(v-;)) = 5; . 
where = {!• - - t- (w-)). 
1 = 1  
Bootstrap Stopping time T,^ is also defined with A;;. 
r,' = { n : n > niri . A;^ > n} for some a > 0. 
When we use to denote the conditional expectation of the case dj{ — lJt,,) 's given, the bootstrap 
bias estimator, bias(-) and the bootstrap covariance estimator (r'yf(-) of m.l.e. u> is defined as 
6<a.s(u7) =£".(0;^^ — u)) (6.10) 
C'oL-{u3) — oj)'} (6.11) 
The bootstrap estimators bias(u;) and C'or(aj) are also depend on the value of a as well as 6(a.s(w) 
and C'oc(u:) because T,' is also defined by o. The consistence of the bootstrap estimators is considered 
in the following theorem. 
Theorem 6 When we assume the model in section 2. the bootstrap bias estimator, the bootstrap 
covariance estimator and the bootstrap distribution are consistent. That is, for to 6 n\Qo and /i. / > G 
fff , we have 
(i) ( l [  6/a.s(a>)) / (/, bia . s (u}) )  I as a ^ oc . 
(ii) { l [  C ' o r ( u ) )  l y )  /  (/'i C o v i c b )  [ > )  L as a —)• oc . 
(iii) ^77 as fl ->• oc. 
Proof. The proofs for (i) and (ii) directly follows corollary 6.4 and (iii) follows (6.8). 
In the general point of view, we discussed in chapter 4, the resampling procedure in bootstrap is basi­
cally designed by imitating the original sampling procedure. According to the principle, bootstrap with 
the sample collected by sequential sampling scheme is also recommended to use the same sequential 
sampling scheme in bootstrap resampling procedure. Theorem 6.5 is a justification for the RST case. 
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7 CONCLUSION 
In this dissertation, we addressed and provided solutions to a set of problems in statistics spanning 
over different subareas of the subject, such as spatial statistics, bootstrap methods, sequential analysis 
and large sample theory. 
In chapter 3, a more generally applicable formula for the covariance of Matheron's variogram esti­
mators at different lags was developed. When the 4-th order cumulants of the joint marginal distribution 
are the same regardless of the choice of the variables in derivative term of cumulant formula, the co-
variances of the variogram is written in terms of model variogram. The covariance formular was also 
shown to be applicable to the non-intrinsic stationary cases and to the cases when the sample points are 
not regular. The Gaussian condition was shown not to be necessary. 
The consistency and the asymptotic normality are obtained for estimated parameters evaluated 
by the least square method from the nonparametric estimators satisfying regularity conditions. The 
spatial regression model and the mixed type of asymptotics were also considered. In the situation of 
spatial variogram parameter estimation, it was defined that the least square estimators having the same 
asymptotic covariance matrix with the generalized least square estimator are asymptotically efficient. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for a least square estimator to be asymptotically efficient were 
derived. Simulation studies for finite sample cases showed that all least square estimators had good 
performance and the generalized least square estimator had the best performance. 
In another part of this thesis, bootstrap method was considered to improve the performance of the 
least square estimators of spatial variogram parameters from both numerical view point and statistical 
view point. Bootstrap based generalized least square estimator was shown to be asymptotically efficient 
and better than the other least square estimators numerically and statistically. The simulation study 
showed the efficiency of the bootstrap generalized least square estimators in various finite sample sizes. 
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Block size effects were also considered. The larger the dependence in the model, the more carefully 
selected block size has to be used. 
In the last part of this thesis, bootstrap method is applied to the repeated significance test, which 
is an advanced version of the sequential probability test. Consistencies of bootstrap bias estimator and 
covariance estimator were established and the convergence of bootstrap distribution was also shown. 
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